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Abstract 

- 
Numerical Simulation of Dislocation Reduction in InGaN and InGaAs Heteroepitaxy with 

Step-Graded Interlayers 

In the recent years, the InGaN and lnGaAs heteroepitaxy with low dislocation density have 

become crucial important for high performance electronic and optoelectron Ic devices, especially 

for multi junction solar cell. Theoretical efforts on dislocation reduction have become a potential 

issue to realize the future novel device using these materials. In this dissertation, a numerical 

simulation has been carried out for the reduction of dislocation density in wuzrite InGaN as well 

as cubic lnGaAs heteroepitaxy with step-graded interlayers. An energy balance model has been 

developed for evaluating the misfit dislocation (MD) density in the step-graded structure of 

these heteroepitaxy. The residual strain from previous interlayer has been taken into account 

with misfit strain to calculate the MD density in each interlayer. To obtain a detail understanding 

of dislocation interactions and their propagation through the material, a reaction model has been 

developed considering the geometrical parameters of the step-graded heteroepitaxy. The reaction 

equations in each model are developed considering the possible annihilation and fusion reactions 

between each pair of threading dislocations (TDs) and blocking of TDs by MDs on their gliding 

paths. The evaluations of TI) densities have been done using the numerical simulation of the 

reaction model by Euler method. 

The simulation results confirm a significant improvement of epilayer quality due to the use of 

step-graded interlayers for the heteroepitaxy. The calculations have been done for 3 step-graded 

interlayers each containing I 0% composition difference. Each interlayer and the total thickness 

of the film are 0.2 im and 1.5 tm respectively. The edge, screw and mixed type MDs are found 

to be 1.14x10, l.4x10'°  and 9.9x1011  c111 2  respectively on the 1/3<11-23>(1 1-22) slip of the 

lno 4Ga06N epilayer. The MDs are also estimated in 1/3<1 1-23>(1-101) and 1/3<1 1-20>(0001) 

slip systems. Significant decreases in MD densities from first interlayer to second interlayer, 

second interlayer to third interlayer and third interlayer to final epilayer have been evaluated. 

The edge, screw and mixed MDs are found to be decreased from 1.6x101 ' to 1.14x1011  c1112. 

2.0x lO'°  to I •4x  I 0 c1112  and I .4x 1012 to 9• 9x 101 cm 2  in the 1/3<1 1-23>( 11-22) slip system 

from first interlayer to final InGaN epilayer. On the other hand, due to use of 3 interlayers for 

11104Ga06As the total edge and mixed type MDs are found to be decreased from l.lx10 to 

8.8x 108  cm 2  and 9.2x 10'' to 7.6x iü cn12  respectively. These step wise decrease in dislocation 

densities at each interlayer and final epilayer have good agreement with experimentally 

observed results. The numerical solutions of TD densities also confirm the improved epilayer 
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quality using step-graded interlayer. Due to more relative motion and step inclination at each 

interlayer a higher rate of reduction with film thickness have been reported for mixed type TDs. 

The average edge, screw and mixed type TDs densities for the step graded structures are found 

to be 1.48x 1010,  3.7x101°  and 1.1x 109 crn 2  respectively at the top surface of the In04Ga06N 

epilayer. In contrast, these values are 7.6x 10'°, 1.89x10'' and 6.26x109  cn12  respectively for the 

without graded structure. In the same way, the average edge and mixed type TD densities 

decreased from 4.9x109  to 2.05x 109  cn12  and 2.1x 1 I0  to 2.28x 109  cm 2  respectively for step 

grading in lnGaAs heteroepitaxy. 

The above performance analysis of the proposed step-graded technique suggests that it will be 

very promising and superior for improving the material quality in case of heteroepitaxial film. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

1.1 Reseai-ch Background 

The advanced 111-V compound semiconductor single crystals such as GaN, InN. AiN and GaAs 

are key materials for future progresses in the emerging high speed electronic technologies. Their 

diverse applications include the optoelectronic as well as high power and high-frequency 

microelectronic devices [1-4]. Consequently, group-Ill nitride and arsenide with their related 

alloys have been intensively studied with remarkable breakthrough in the growth of multilayer 

structures for device applications in recent years. Among them InN-based alloys are predicted to 

show high mobility, high absorption coefficient, long lifetime of charge carriers, low effective 

mass of electrons and holes and superior resistance against ingredient damages [5-6]. Ternary 

nitride alloy such as InGaN is currently a major topic of research due to its widespread uses in 

high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs), light—emitting diodes (LEDs) and laser diodes 

(LDs) [7-8]. Especially, this material is a promising candidate for multi-junction (Mi) tandem 

solar cells with high conversion efficiency [9-10]. The wide band gap range of InGaN material 

has provided a possibility to fabricate a full spectrum solar cell ranging from deep ultraviolet to 

near infrared based on the material system. On the other hand, the efficient optoelectronic and 

photon emission properties of the ternary arsenide, InGaAs, alloys are also essential in the field 

of the modern optoelectronic and microelectronic technologies [11-12]. Various high 

performance devices based on this material are already fibricated and approaching in the 

markets. Particularly, due to excellent current matching, lnGaAs has been recognized their 

dominance for the choice of three junction In05Ga0 5P(l .8eV)/GaAs(l .4eV) un0 3Gao.7As(1 .0eV) 

tandem solar cell [13-I5]. In order to realize a tandem solar cell based on InGaN or In GaAs, it is 

essential to grow InGaN and lnGaAs alloys with high indium (In) content [9,13]. As a result of 

increasing the In composition, during growth of InGaN or lnGaAs, poses many challenges in 

controlling defect densities due to large difference in lattice constant between InN and CaN 

(11%) or InAs and GaAs (7.2%). Therefore, despite the tremendous success, these technologies 

still suffer mostly from the lack of perfect substrates and have to cope with strongly mismatched 

heteroepitaxial growth. Though the wafer size and electrical property requirements of GaAs can 

be met by the present state of the art, cost-effective high volume production of low dislocation 

density single crystal still desired. In addition, unavailability of device quality CaN substrate 

remains a key problem. Since the performance of devices are greatly depends on dislocation 



density, it is a potential issue to improve the film quality during the growth of InGaN and 

InGaAs heteroepitaxy. 

1.1.1 Dislocations and Their Impact on Device Performance 

in order to fabricate a high performance device, the epitaxial layer must have a low defect 

density. The major problem that needs to be resolved is the ability to produce a high quality 

crystalline layer, which is greatly determined by the substrate on which the epitaxial layer is 

grown [16-17]. Since there has been no successful technique devised for the bulk growth of 

InGaN and lnGaAs, they are usually grown cpitaxiaiiy. Due to the lack of suitable lattice 

matched substrate currently these materials are grown hetero-epitaxially [18-19]. Therefore, the 

large lattice as well as thermal expansion coefficient mismatches between the epilayer and 

substrate introduces dislocation which leads to degrade the material quality and consequently the 

performance of their constituent devices [20-22]. In order to fabricate high performance devices, 

the InGaN and lnGaAs epitaxial layer must have low dislocation density. These dislocations act 

as scattering centers and rnidbancl gap states, which function as recombination centers and 

reducing minority carrier lifetime. Therefore, in the case of minority carrier devices, such as 

solar cells, threading dislocation density beyond a certain value will have a deleterious impact 

on carrier lifetime. As a result, efficiency, open circuit voltage (V0 ), short circuit current density 
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Figure 1.1: The effect of dislocation density in InGaN single junction solar cell performance 

[23] 
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(J) and fill factor decreases gradually with the increase of dislocation density. These effects 

have been observed in a InGaN solar cell using n on p (n-p) device structure as shown in Fig. 1.1 

[23]. Further reports confirmed that the edge dislocations are the origin of most yellow 

luminescence typically observed in Si-doped GaN [25-26]. These defects serve as nonradiative 

carrier recombination sites, which affect the light emission efficiency. Similarly, another 

challenge to low threshold current and high efficiency lnGaAs/GaAs(l II) heterostructures laser 

for industrial applications is defect formation due to misfit [24]. The external quantum 

efficiency also reduces due to high dislocation density. Besides their influence on optical 

performance, dislocations can act as acceptor-like centers, which can capture electrons. Some 

defects can lead to the formation of space charge region along the dislocation hues [27]. This 

results in the reduction in carriers' mobility and affecting the performance of electronic devices, 

like MOSFETs and I-lEMTs structure [28]. 1-lence the reduction of dislocation density is a 

budding issue for InGaN and InGaAs heteroepitaxial devices. 

1.2 Dislocations Reduction and Thesis Motivation 

In the development of semiconductor devices utilizing InGaN and InGaAs heteroepitaxy there is 

an increasing effort of finding the way to decrease the dislocation density. The concept of 

dislocation reduction during the heteroepitaxial growth of InGaN and InGaAs requires an 

understanding of misfit strain caused by lattice mismatch. The very common mode of strain 

relaxation is by the formation of misfit dislocations (MDs) from different homogeneous and 

heterogeneous sources and dislocation multiplication during the growth [291. The experimental 

results also confirmed the strain relaxation mechanism by the formation of MD at the layer 

substrate interface in case of InGaN thin film grown on GaN and InGaAs on GaAs substrate 

[20,30]. The misfit dislocations generate due to biaxial lattice mismatch and the threading 

dislocations (TDs) which threaded the multilayer may be initiated from MDs or any other 

sources [20]. Due to the adverse effects of dislocation, the researchers are highly interested to 

find a suitable growth technique which will reduce the dislocations density of future high 

performance devices fabrication. 

The heteroepitaxial layers may be grown on substrate directly or with an intermediate buffer 

layer. Due to the large lattice mismatch it introduces a high density of MDs which is the main 

source of TDs in the upper layers [20, 22]. Therefore, efforts have been carried out in several 

ways to reduce the MDs as well as TDs [31]. The compositional grading is one of the most 

effective techniques which can be very effective to reduce both MDs and TDs [32-37]. In a 

properly designed graded layer, misfit strain as well as dislocation is greatly reduced due to 

spreading the strain profile throughout the entire layer thickness instead being concentrated to a 
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single interface. This grading of epitaxial layer may be done in several approaches such as step 

grading, linear or nonlinear grading, grading with overshoot interfaces and reverse grading [32- 

37]. Most of the experimental and theoretical studies with graded heteroepitaxial layer have 

been carried out on linear and nonlinear grading [34, 38-39]. However, the efficient strategy to 

reduce dislocation density is to initiate annihilation and fusion reaction among them during their 

glide process. In this process, the inclinations of TDs at layer-substrate or layer-layer interface 

are responsible for interaction between them and hence results in reduction by reaction [40]. 

Consequently, linear or nonlinear grading shows poor performance for reducing the TDs in the 

epilayer due to the less interaction probability. 

All these objections are a driving force for further investigations of a technique which is best 

suitable for MDs as well as TDs reduction. In heteroepitaxy growth of mOaN and lnGaAs using 

step graded interlayer, the step increase of In composition in the epitaxial layers, a multiple step 

inclination of TDs at each interface will occur. This promotes the reaction among the TDs at 

each interlayer. Few experimental works have been carried out on step-graded interlayer used 

for different material system such as InGaN/GaN, SiGe/Si, lnGaAs/GaAs [32-33, 41-43]. The 

results confirmed that, this technology will be a promising solution for dislocation reduction 

during growth of heteroepitaxy. In addition, different dislocation multiplication source could 

not be generated in the interlayers, if their thicknesses are properly controlled while step-

grading. As a result less MDs as well as TDs could be generated in step-graded interlayers. The 

step-graded interlayers will relax the misfit strain mostly through the glide motion of existing 

threading dislocations from previous interlayer instead of the large MDs nucleation. Therefore, 

the reuse of dislocations is achieved by controlling the magnitude and rate of strain. 

Theoretically, well-designed step-graded interlayers have higher performance compared to non-

graded even of the linear graded layers in strain relaxation and dislocation reduction. Although 

available theoretical works have been developed for without grading or linear and nonlinear 

grading, there is no such work on step-graded interlayers for wuzrite as well as cubic materials. 

In order to realize future high performance devices, a detail analysis of dislocation reduction 

using step-graded interlayer is urgently required. 

1.3 Objectives of the Thesis 

The numerical simulation for dislocation reduction in wuzrite as well as cubic material using 

step-graded interlayer will be very promising for the future high performance devices. The 

primary objective of this research work is to understand the mechanism of dislocation formation 

in the compositionally step-graded wuzritc InGaN and cubic lnGaAs lieteroepitaxy which can be 

employed for other material systems. Then efforts will subsequently be placed on the reduction 
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of dislocations in these heteroepitaxy using the step-graded interlayer technique. The 

development of a successful numerical simulation requires the following series of tasks to 

investigate MD and TD densities. 

An analytical energy balance model has been developed for the step-graded structure in order to 

calculate the MDs generation with increasing film thickness. For this purpose, the total energy 

contained in each interlayer and final epilayer have been calculated from the misfit strain energy 

and energy released by MDs considering the elastic constants. The critical thicknesses which are 

the key issue for Ml) formation have been calculated numerically in different possible slips at 

each interlayer. The generation of different types of MDs such as edge, screw and mixed 

dislocations on different slips has been calculated from their geometrical parameters, in plane 

misfit and residual strain for multilayer structure. 

Since TDs are concomitantly generated with MDs, another main objective of this research is to 

-- develop a reaction model for TDs in step-graded structures of both material systems. The 

reaction tables have been developed considering the crystal geometry and all possible burger 

vectors. A couple of ordinary differential equations have been developed considering the 

possible annihilation and fusion reaction between TDs and TDs blocking by MDs. The system 

of equations has been solved using the Euler numerical method. The reaction kinetic coefficients 

at each interlayer are calculated considering the effective strain and lateral differential motion of 

TDs with increasing thickness. 

Finally, the results obtained from these simulations have been compared to the available 

experimental data. 

1.3 Synopsis of the Thesis 

This dissertation consists of five chapters and is mainly focused on the dislocation reduction 

using step-graded interlayers (in chapter 3) in InGaN and lnGaAs heteroepitaxy. The results are 

analyzed from different point of view in these heteroepitaxy (in chapter 4). An extensive 

literature survey was carried out during this period of research work to relate the observations 

with other published results and to identify new frontiers. References are made to acknowledge 

the work by other authors at the end of each chapter. The brief summary for each chapter is as 

given below; 

Chapter 1 introduces the potential of group Ill-nitride and arsenide materials with a brief 

review of impacts of dislocations in their devices. After analyzing the conventional approaches 

of dislocation reduction, motivation and objectives for carrying out this thesis work are 

hiohlighted. 
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Chapter 2 reviews the theory and fundamentals of dislocation in group Ul-nitrides and 

arsenides. This includes the literature study of different critical thickness model and sources of 

dislocations. Conventional approaches of dislocation reduction have been discussed with 

possible slip systems in the wuzrite and cubic material systems. 

Chapter 3 presents the mathematical modeling of dislocation density in the step-graded 

structure in details. The first section covers the strain relaxation via MD generation in both 

heteroepitaxy and the last one presents a reaction models for all possible TDs considering 

annihilation and fusion reaction among them and blocking by MDs. 

Chapter 4 reports the expected results from the analytical and numerical simulation of the 

mathematical model developed in Chapter 3 for the proposed step-graded technique. This 

includes the different types of MD generation in different slips, effects of interlayer on them, 

variation of different types of TDs and effects of different parameters on them. Finally, some 

- results are compared with experimental work for model verification. 

Chapter 5 concludes the thesis work and offers some suggestions which can serves as future 

problem areas for predecessors. 
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Chapter II 

Fundamentals of Dislocations in Ill-V Semiconductor 

2.1 Introduction 

The improvement of Ill-V heteroepitaxial device structures requires an understanding of 

dislocation formation mechanism and their propagation through the material because these 

influence the device performance strongly. They propagate up towards the active region of 

electronic and optoelectronics devices and severely degrade device performance and reliability, 

particularly for minority carrier devices like light emitting diodes (LEDs), heteroj unction bipolar 

transistors (HBT) and specially the photovoltaics [1-2]. Efforts have subsequently been done to 

reduce the dislocation density with the course of time. In this chapter different types of 

cornpositionally grading technique have been discussed leading to the idea of step grading. The 

potential issues such as the ideas of critical thickness and the sources of dislocation, thickness 

for their multiplication have been analyzed for further optimization. Besides these, the 

geometrical analysis of wuzritc InGaN and cubic lnGaAs extends the knowledge of different 

types of dislocation and their propagation through a material. 

2.2 1-lorno- and Heteroepitaxy 

An epitaxial growth technique is one in which a film is grown layer by layer onto a preexisting 

substrate. The crystalline semiconductor thin films may be grown on a crystalline substrate 

honioepitaxially, meaning that atoms absorbing onto the growing surface find a suitable 

preexisting lattice site on which to incorporate. It is therefore critical that the crystal structure 

and the lattice constant of the crystalline material attempting to be grown very nearly the same 

as those of the substrate. If two materials are dissimilar in crystal lattice parameter and the film 

is very thin, the in-plane lattice parameter of the film will strain in order to incorporate 

coherently onto the substrate, as illustrated in the schematic of Fig. 2.1. However, after a certain 

thickness, the film will build up enough strain energy that it will become energetically favorable 

for the film to relax through the formation of crystal defects, namely misfit dislocations (MDs) 

that relieve the strain [3]. In order to grow high quality thick films on lattice-mismatched 

substrates such as wuzrite mOaN on GaN or cubic InGaAs on GaAs substrate, there have been 

several suitable engineering solution which then introduces low dislocation density. 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of homo- and heteroepitaxial growth and relation of 

lattice mismatch with critical thickness 

2.3 Strained Films and Critical Thickness 

The semiconductor thin film where the film is of different lattice constant than the substrate 

introduces strain. The strain energy containing in the film increases with the increase of 

thickness. If the film is thin enough to remain coherent to the substrate, then in the plane parallel 

to the growth surthce, the thin film will adopt the in-plane lattice constant of the substrate. Fig. 

2.1 shows a substrate and a film with an equal and unequal lattice constant. The film is taken to 

be of larger lattice constant than the substrate e.g. InGaAs on GaAs or InGaN on GaN, and the 

top right illustration represents a thin coherent compressively strained film. The strain applied to 

the film by the substrate in the plane of the interface between the two is the result of biaxial 

compression. The lattice constant of the film in the direction perpendicular to the growth 

direction will likewise be strained according to the elastic properties of the film. It will either be 

smaller or larger than the unstrained value depending on whether the biaxial strain is tensile or 

compressive. 1-lowever, if the film is thicker than the critical thickness, there will be sufficient 

strain energy in the film to create misfit dislocations to relieve the excess strain [41. 

2.4 J)ifferent Models of Critical Thickness 

The concept of critical thickness (CT) discovered a new era for dislocation engineering and 

there have been many progresses in the course of time. In 1963 van der Merwe proposed a 

theory for the calculation of stresses at an interface between two adjacent crystals that have 
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different lattice and/or elastic constants followed by his earlier work with Frank [5-7] and 

subsequent work for isotropic material [8]. Matthews and Blakeslee introduced a force balance 

model (MB model) in 1974 [4]. They investigated alternating layers of GaAs and GaAso.sPos 

and revealed that, some threading dislocations (TDs) experienced by misfit force and tension of 

dislocation line, bent back and forth in the layers interfaces, which gave rise to misfit 

dislocations. Though they have good agreement with experimental observation, some objections 

were raised. These were the driving force for further investigations and People-Bean published 

an article on the CT calculation based purely on an energy balance of the dislocation self-energy 

and the elastic energy which was compared with experimental results [9]. However, some 

drawbacks and uncertainties of their model were poinied oui by i-lu [10]. The story then 

continued with a semi-empirical model by Dodson and Tsao and studies of the excess stress for 

glide of a dislocation in a strained epitaxial layer by Freund-Hull and Fischer-Richter [11-13]. 

They proposed a model which has been recently revised [14]. It is one of the "force models" and 

it was again discussed in detail by Holec [15]. 

Almost at the same time, calculations done by Willis et al., Jain et al. and Freund and Suresh 

based on the minimization of the overall energy appeared in the literature (energy balanced 

model) [16-18]. One of the advantages of the energy balanced (EB) model is that additional 

considerations of hexagonal symmetry such as GaN or more complex geometry can be 

incorporated in a straight forward manner. Therefore, mainly the EB model is used in this work. 

A brief summary of some commonly used model have been discussed in the subsequent 

sections. 

2.4.1 Matthews and Blakeslee 

The basis of this model is about two main forces, misfit force, F and the line tension, F, acting 

on a preexisting dislocation in a strained film [4]. 'l'hcse have been illustrated in Fig. 2.2 where 

the lirst one is due to lattice mismatch, whose stress field is on the interfacial plane and 

expressed as 

F =2Gbh11l+VcosX 
1—v 

(2.1) 

Where G is the shear modulus Of the film, b is the magnitude of the burger vector of the misfit 

dislocation, h is the film thickness, v is the Poisson's ratio, , is the angle between the burgers 

vector and the direction on the interfacial plane that is perpendicular to the dislocation line, c.,, is 

the lattice mismatch strain, whose value is (a1- a)/a where a and aj are the lattice parameters 
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of the substrate and the film, respectively. The second force on the misfit dislocation is due to 

the line tension, which acts like a restoring force, resisting the motion of the dislocation. This 

force (F,) is given by 

Gb2(1_vcos2  0)  [,~_h) 
+1 

4ir(1—v) 

Here 0 is the angle between the misfit dislocation line and its burgers vector. Therefore, total 

force acting on the dislocation, is F,0 , F±F,. For very small film thicknesses h, the total force 

F001 is negative and therefore acts against the extension (and possibly also against the creation) 

'I' 
h Fa 

F1 —+ 

Epitaxial layer 

Substrate 
Ml) segment 

(;liding 1'D 

Figure 2.2: Different forces acting on a dislocation in a strained heteroepitaxial layer 

of the misfit dislocation. On the contrary, for sufficiently thick layers F,0, is positive and thus 

the dislocation bends and create misfit segment. The CT is therefore determined by the equation 

Ftotai"hc,) = 0, and in this equation p  is the angle between slip plane and normal to the film-

substrate interface and r0  is dislocation cut-off parameter. Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) yield the CT value 

as 

h 
b(1 — v cos2  e) 

ln1--') 
— 8it(1 + vcsinOsinp ) 

(2.3) 

2.4.2 People and Bean 

On the contrary to the force balance model by Matthews and l3lakeslee, People and Bean have 

approached the problem by balancing the overall energy. The stress field caused by misfit of the 

lattice parameters of the thin film and the substrate is generally a biaxial stress with the only 

(2.2) 



non-zero components, o, = ayy =  cr, where oS,,, is the misfit stress [9]. This is true for isotropic 

materials as well as for wurtzite materials where the interface is the c-plane (in which all 

directions are equivalent). According to this model, the strain energy per unit area of the film-

substrate interface is 

E 2G.tXsh 
1—v 

(2.4) 

Taking the dislocation energy in the simplest possible case the "areal" energy of the dislocation 

with some characteristic width w is 

Ed = w d - 4m(1 - v)w r 
- 

Gb2(1_vcos2 e)1(h 
(2.5) 

Peop!e and Bean suggested that when Eci is exceeded by E,,,, the misfit strain in the film will be 

replaced by misfit dislocations. By equating E,,, and Ed one obtains the equation for the critical 

thickness hcan be obtained as [13]. 

h 
(i—v) b2 

!n1 111;  1 (1+v)/a( x)62 r01 
(2.6) 

The most remarkable feature of Eq. (2.6) is that there is a quadratic dependence on the misfit 

strain Em in contrast to Eq. (2.3) for the CT using the force balance model. This is a qualitatively 

different feature and thus one may expect very different curves of the CT against composition 

for these two models. 

2.4.3 Energy Balance Model 

The critical thickness criterion presented below is based on the balance of total elastic energy in 

the system [18]. Assume a specimen with the geometry given in Fig. 2.3. The top surface of the 

specimen is stress free and therefire azz  = 0. The only non-zero components of the uniform 

misfit stress are o = = a within the thin layer. All directions within the xy-plane (the 

hexagonal c-plane) are equivalent and thus the mismatch strain components are q,, = oryy =  

Hooke's law gives 

0=a1=c13c, 3F-YY  +C33E:LZ (2.7) 
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Figure 2.3: The straight misfit dislocation in the film—substrate interface. The thickness of 

the film is h, the slip plane is tilted by the angle cp from the normal to the interface. 

which results in 

C 

(2.8) 
C 33 

Then, using Hooke's law again, the mismatch stress is 

Gill 
(c11  +c12 )c33  —243  

= =8111 (2.9) 

The work dW/dC done by the mismatch stress while bringing the unit length of the dislocation 

from the free surface into its position on the interface is [18] 

d€ d :i b1and€ (2.10) 

cos4 

where • is the coordinate along the slip plane and perpendicular to the dislocation line (the 

dislocation is brought from the surface to its actual position on the interface and this results in 

the order of integral boundaries). The integrand is constant along the integration path and with 

—bsin4sin0 am  0 0 —c0s4 

b = bcosê 
, 

a = 0 a11  0 
, 

n = 0 

bcossin0 0 0 0 sin4 

Eq. (2.10) yields 

d 
hsinsin8  

According to the energy balance model, the critical thickness criterion is 
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Freund and Suresh have shown that this approach gives the same results as the force balance 

model [8]. The significant difference is that in the original work of Matthews and Blakeslee pre-

existing threading dislocations were needed whereas the infinite long straight misfit dislocations 

glide down from the free surface here (and thus this model is more similar to the propagation of 

the dislocation loops). 

2.5 Elementary of Dislocations Engineering 

The dislocations formed during mismatched strain relaxation, after reaching the critical 

thickness, consist of two diflcrent segments: the misfit dislocation (MD) segment, which lies in 

the plane of the mismatched interface, and the threading dislocation (TD) segment, which 

propagates up through the film and threaded the multilayer [4. 191. The MD segment relieves the 

misfit strain, while the TD segments exist in order to complete the full dislocation ioop at the 

epilayer surface (it is energetically unfavorable for dislocations to terminate within the crystal 

lattice). The MDs are considered as the main source of TDs in the upper layers. However, these 

MDs and TDs are usually represented by an oriented dislocation line, I and characterized by its 

burger vector, h, describing displacements introduced in the crystal by the dislocation. Based on 

the relationship of / and b, three dislocation types are distinguished as shown in Fig. 2.4: an 

edge-type dislocations, where / 1. b, corresponding to an extra half plane in the crystal, a screw-

type dislocation with 111 b, and a mixed-type dislocations (b,k.l If b). The dislocation type can 

Figure 2.4: Changing dislocation type along a single dislocation line: A-screw type, B-mixed 

type and C-edge type 
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change as the dislocation line changes its direction in the crystal, since the burgers vector b is a 

constant characteristic of a dislocation which remains unchanged along the whole single 

dislocation line. A dislocation can only make either a closed ioop or end at the crystal surfaces. 

The burgers vector of a perfect dislocation is a lattice vector. As such, there are three basic types 

of dislocations in GaN according to the burgers vector: a-type dislocations with b = 1/3<1120> 

c-type dislocations with b = <0001>, and (a+c-type dislocations with b = 1/3<1123>. It is 

important to distinguish between these two nomenclatures: an a-type dislocation can be either, 

an edge, screw or mixed dislocation depending on the actual dislocation line direction and so for 

c- and a+c)-type dislocations. On the other hand the dislocations in cubic InGaAs are mostly 

600  type on inclined { Ill } planes with few edge types and are quite simple as all these materials 

have a cubic symmetry. 

2.6 Nucleation of Dislocations 

Despite the fct that Matthews and Blakeslee assumed substrate dislocations bend over to 

produce misfit dislocations after h, heteroepitaxial layers may contain much more dislocations 

density than their substrates; thus substrate dislocations are usually not the sole source. Instead, 

other dislocation nucleation must take place during mismatched heteroepitaxy. The mechanisms 

for dislocation nucleation could be placed into three broad categories, /?oinogeneous, 

heterogeneous and multiplication [20-21]. Heterogeneous nucleation and mu ltipl ication are 

important for selecting the thickness of epitaxial layer. The following sections will review the 

mechanism of'thcir generation and critical thickness of these sources of dislocations. 

ii 

2.6.1 Floniogencous 

Homogeneous nucleation is the spontaneous creation of dislocations at a free surface due to 

intrinsic epilayer strain. A possible mechanism for the introduction of misfit dislocations is the 

homogeneous nucleation of half-loops at the surface. The glide of such a half-loop to the 

interface results in a misfit dislocation segment with two associated threading dislocations is 

shown in Fig. 2.5. The critical radius for MD formation and the associated half-loop energy 

were calculated by Matthews. The formation of dislocation half-loop with a radius R 

considering the line energy, strain energy, stacking fault energy, energy of the surface step and 

expressed as [3, 22] 

1I] 
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(Gb2  /82 - v)[ln(R / b)+ 2]+ 2o(1 - v)bsina 
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Activation energy of 40 eV is calculated for dislocation formation of this type, and is only likely 

to occur under conditions of significant epilayer strain and high material quality where no other 

mechanisms are available or at very high temperature [23]. 

2.6.2 Heterogeneous 

Heterogeneous nucleation can occur through the inclusion of particulates or impurity 

precipitates that result in a local lattice strain that is significantly higher than in the bulk. As 

such the rate of heterogeneous nucleation is likely to be very dependent on the cleanliness of the 

epitaxial growth chamber, and could contribute significantly to dislocation nucleation in an 

epi layer of low strain. 

2.6.3 Dislocations Multiplication 

Multiplication mechanisms allow for a rapid increase in dislocation nucleation, whereby a small 

number of initial dislocations could repeatedly act to ge1erate many additional dislocations. 

There is strong evidence to suggest that the dominant mechanism for dislocation generation in a 

thick, low strained epilayer is multiplication [241. The critical thickness for Frank-Read 

multiplication, spiral mechanism has been specifically calculated to design the optimum 

thickness of the graded layer. 

2.6.3.1 Frank—Read Source 

Frank-Read multiplication sources could result when a section of dislocation becomes pinned at 

either end by the climb or jog (step moving dislocation from one atomic slip plane to another) of 

the dislocation between different glide planes, represented schematically in Fig. 2.5(a) [25]. The 

influence of a shear stress on the pinned segment can cause it to bow out toward the substrate 

along a single glide plane, Fig. 2.5(b-cl), eventually closing upon itself to form a complete 

dislocation ioop as well as reforming the initial dislocation. The 1001)  then continues to expand 

until it intersects the surface at which point the frmed threading arms glide away from one to 

another, Fig. 2.5(i). This process can be repeated as long as sufficient stress remains available to 
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Figure 2.5: Schematic cross-sectional representation of a Frank-Read dislocation source 

drive bowing of the initial dislocation. 1-lowever, the critical thickness for the operation of such a 

Frank—Read source has been calculated by Beanland [26]. The minimum thickness, hr  for which 

the Frank—Read source may operate can be expressed as below, where h is the Matthews and 

Blakeslee critical layer thickness. 

h =hc +2h ) (2.14) 

h 
(2+v)b r1J4 h(V-2)1 

= 4icJl _v)[ b 
J 

(v +2)] 
(2.15) 

2.6.3.2 Spiral Source 

A possible configuration for the spiral source in a heteroepitaxial layer was described by 

Beanland and is shown in Fig. 2.6 [26]. It is assumed that a threading dislocation is anchored at 

a single point P, as shown in Fig. 2.6(a). With an applied stress, the dislocation may bow out 

above the pinning point, as in Fig. 2.6(b). The bowed section will continue to expand and may 

glide to the interface to relieve mismatch strain, as in Fig. 2.6(c). Further expansion of the 

bowed portion may lead to production of a half-loop if the bow reaches the surface and splits in 

two, as in Fig. 2.6(d). The original dislocation is then available to produce more dislocations by 

the same process. The critical thickness for the operation of such a spiral source has also been 

calculated by Bean land as 

+h ) (2.16) 
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Figure 2.6: Dislocation multiplication from spiral source 

2.7 Concept of Dislocations Reduction 

There have been many approaches explored in the production of high quality heteroepitaxial 

layers involving compositional variation, temperature variation and even the intentional 

introduction of defects [27]. Among them composition variation is the most suitable approach 

for incorporation of low dislocation density. The compositional grading technique is based on 

the elongation and recycling of the low density of dislocations either already presents within a 

film or produced early on in the growth at each subsequent interface, thereby relaxing the film 

without nucleating additional dislocations. The following is a brief summary of the evolution of 

available compositional grading technique leading to the idea of step grading that forms the 

main focus of this work. 

2.7.1 Constant Composition Layer 

The most basic form of heteroepitaxial growth consists of a layer with uniform composition that 

greatly exceeds the critical thickness for relaxation. Such structures undergo sudden relaxation 

with a large network of misfit dislocations forming at the epilayer growth interlace [4, 28-29]. 

Since the large numbers of MD network is confined to a single plane a significant number of 

interactions occur. Numerous MDs become pinned and large interaction force among them 

makes unable to glide, hence further contribution to the relaxation process, resulting in the need 

to introduce greater numbers of dislocations. As a consequence the epilayer contains extremely 

high numbers of surface threading dislocations [30]. 
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2.7.2 Graded Layer 

Compared to the direct growth on lattice-mismatched substrates, metamorphic compositionally 

— graded layer have some advantages that help to reduce the misfit dislocation as well as density 

of threading dislocations in upper layers. First, in the growth of graded layer, dislocations are 

distributed throughout the entire layer instead of a single interface. Thus, the probability of 

pinning by intersecting dislocations, which inipedes the glide of the TDs, is decreased in graded 

layers. Second, the strain in the graded layer is greatly reduced due to spreading the strain 

profile across the layer thickness; therefore, the nucleation of dislocation loops is inhibited. The 

existing TDs are able to glide more easily and relieve the-strain. However, in the technique of 

compositionally graded buffers, there are mainly two kinds of graded layer designs, one is linear 

or nonlinear-graded layers and the other is step-graded layers. The schematic diagrams of both 

graded buffers are shown in Fig. 2.7 (a) and (b). 

2.7.2.1 Linear and Nonlinear Grading 

During the growth, the misfit and the lattice constant of the layer change continuously with the 

same or different rate in the linear and nonlinear-graded layer structure [3 1-34]. The misfit 

dislocation network is no longer confined to either a single or small number of layers but can 

instead form anywhere throughout the layer. Such a layer allows strain to build slowly with 

dislocations introduced a few at a time, promoting the expansion of existing dislocations with a 

reduced likelihood of interaction. Once the initial MDs after critical thicknesses at each 

infinitely small stepped layer have formed either homogeneously or heterogeneously the gradual 

Ce 
C,) 

0 
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V 
0 

Ce 

Linearly graded 0 
0 
V 
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Ce 
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Layer thickness Layer thickness 
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Figure 2.7: Schematic diagrams of (a) linearly graded and (b) step-graded layers, assuming 

compressive overgrowth to lattice constants larger than that of the substrate 
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application of strain is conducive to further nucleation. This could be happen by means of 

dislocation multiplication (MFR) as a consequence of the low nucleation energy barrier. 

However, due to slowly increase of misfit strain, the inclination of TDs during the gliding 

process are very small in these types of layers. Therefore less interaction among the TDs 

happens in this case, results poor performance of TDs reduction with heteroepitaxial growth 

[35]. 

2.7.2.2 Step Grading 

On the other hand, the misflt and the lattice constant of the epitaxial layer change in a stepwise 

manner for the step-graded layers [36-38]. The most significant difference between linear-

graded and step-graded layers is that linear-graded layers have no abrupt interfaces while step-

graded layers provide multiple low mismatch interfaces. These low-mismatch interfaces are able 

to facilitate the glide of existing threading dislocations to relieve the strain and reduce the 

nucleation i-ate of new dislocations. In lattice-mismatched step-graded epitaxy, when the thin 

film exceeds the critical thickness, misfit dislocation nucleation accompanies with the glide 

motion of TDs. During the motion of TDs, their density can be reduced through reactions 

between each other [35, 39]. Since the strain inside the thin film drives the TDs to move and 

react with each other, the introduction of an intentionally step-graded strained layer can be used 

to facilitate the TDs reaction and subsequent reduction process. This is the basic TDs reduction 

mechanism olstep-graded layers. The amount of strain relieved by a MD is directly proportional 

Threading dislocations 

(a) Misfit dislocations (b) 

Figure 2.8: Schematic representation of (a) low dislocation density step-graded layer and (b) 

high dislocation density without graded layer 
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to its length; the greater the average MD length, the fewer the total number of dislocations 

needed to relax the strain. This process can be seen in Fig. 2.8, where (a) represents the case of a 

TD already present in the film, or created at the first misfit interface, being reused multiple times 

(i.e. dislocation recycling), thereby resulting in a lower dislocation density, and (b) is for the 

nucleation of new dislocations with limited 'reuse', thereby resulting in a higher dislocation 

density. Practically, the reuse of dislocations is achieved by controlling the magnitude and rate 

of introduction of strain in order to allow sufficient time and energy for MD glide to occur. A 

step-graded layer should relax the misfit strain mostly through the glide motion of existing 

threading dislocations instead of the misfit dislocation nucleation. Theoretically, well-designed 

step-graded layers have higher efficiency cornpare(1 to linear-graded buffers in strain relaxation 

and threading dislocation reduction. However, in order to realize an optimal graded layer design, 

a much theoretical and experimental effort is still needed in further understanding of misfit and 

threading dislocation behaviors in step-graded layers. 

2.8 Slip Systems in Different Material Structure 

Since a periodic array of dislocations are not observed at lnGa1 N/GaN interfaces, unlike in 

well known alloys such as SiGej./Si and lnGai.As/GaAs there must have some specific slip 

system in wuzrite InGaN. In the following section the appropriate slip system for InGaN and 

lnGaAs material systems are discussed in brief which have been considered during calculation 

of dislocation in graded layer. 

2.8.1 Wuzrite InGaN 

It has been estimated theoretically the appropriate slip systems for the misfit dislocations in 

wuzrite InGaN crystal as 1/3<1 1-23>(l 1-22) and 1/3<1 1-23>(1-101) [40]. However, there is 

also report of pure a-type MDs which are theoretically the most efficient MD types for relieving 

the misfit strain [41]. Therefore, the basal plane slip system 1/3<1 120>(0001) is also included 

for theoretical considerations in this work. Possible slip systems were derived in a similar 

manner for the in-plane and the a-plane material. The possible slip systems fhr wuzrite InGaN 

are shown in Fig. 2.8 and the Table 2.1 contains their geometrical properties the three favored 

slip systems as mentioned above on which the MDs can he generated [42]. 
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Figure 2.9: Slip systems in a hexagonal lattice. Slip planes and directions are as indicated 

Table 2.1: Parameters for favored slip systems in wuzrite crystal structure showing b, p  and 0 

Possible Slip b 

1/3<1 123>(1 1-22) ,1a2 (x)+c2 (x) a(x) 
arctan - 

C(X) 

1/3<11-23>( 1-101) /a2 (x)±c (x) arcian 
J a(x) 

2c(x) 

1/3<1 120>(0001) \/a(x) 900  

2.8.2 Cubic InGaAs 

For cubic semiconductor materials, such as 1nGa,As, the most common slip system is a/2 

<1 10>1 1 1}, where a is the film lattice parameter. The burgers vectors for this system are of the 

type a/2<1 10> [43]. They are directed along the face diagonals of the cubic cell and are the 

shortest possible primitive translation vectors. The set of possible burgers vectors can be 

constructed by considering the edges of a half-octahedron, as shown in Fig. 7.10(c). The half-

octahedron is oriented such that its square base is paral let to the (001) plane. For instance, if the 

dislocation glide plane is (-1 II), which is inclined with respect to the film/substrate interface by 
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Figure 2.10: Dislocation geometry in cubic heteroepitaxy. (a) TD gliding on a (Ill) slip 

plane with trailing MD, which appears at film/substrate interface as a result of TD motion (b) 

The geometry for TD motion in a strained film with f.c.c. crystal structure and (c) Dislocation 

Burgers vector decomposition into the edge and screw components 

Table 2.2: Active slip systems for (001) heteroepitaxy of cubic semiconductors 

Slip Systems MD Line 

Vector 
Glide Plane Burger 

Vector, b 

S1  [1-I]_ (111) a/2[10-11 
S2  11-101 (11±) a/2[01-11 
S3  [1-]0] (-1-1I) a/2[101] 
S4  [1-10] (-I-lI) a/21-0I11 
S5  [1101 _ELlJi a/2[1011 
So [1101 (-Ill) _[çjj_ 
S7  [110] (1-1 I) a/2[10-1] 
S8  [110] jj_ft_ a/2[01I] 

the angle a = cos(liV3) = 54.70, then the MD will have a [110] line direction. For this example, 

if the Burgers vector b=l/2[0-1 I] with b=b=a/2, the MD is a mixed 60° dislocation. Such 

mixed misfit dislocations with their lines laying at (001) film/substrate interface are typical for 
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heteroepitaxy of semiconductors with f.c.c. crystal lattice. All possible slip system with MD and 

TD line vectors and the burger vectors are listed in Table 2.2. The dislocation burger vectors can 

be decomposed into edge bedge  and screw lbscrewcomponents  as illustrated in Fig. 2.10(c). 
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Chapter III 

AO Methods of Dislocations Reduction 

3.1 Introduction 

The large lattice and thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between epitaxial layer and 

substrate of InGaN and InGaAs heteroepitaxy introduce large number of dislocations which is 
:1... I . c .: 1 . - - ..i r 1 ' ii.: 
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technique is expected to be a very superior for improving the material quality with reduced 

dislocation densities. Although available theoretical works have been developed for without 

grading or linear and nonlinear grading, there is no such work on step-graded interlayers for 

wuzrite as well as cubic materials [3-5]. A matheniatical modeling for dislocation reduction 

using step-graded interlayer will be very hopeful for the future high performance devices. In the 

first section of this chapter, a mathematical modeling of misfit dislocation (MD) generation has 

been developed for wuzrite InGaN and cubic InGaAs heteroepitaxy by using the energy balance 

model of dislocation. The objective of the modeling is to identify the behavior of different type 

of MDs in both heteroepitaxy using step-graded interlayers. Another main part of this modeling 

is the development of threading dislocations (TDs) reaction models and numerical simulations to 

increase the understanding of the basic physics associated with TD. The ultimate long term goal 

is to introduce a model with predictive capabilities so much fewer experimental works would be 

needed. 

3.2 Critical Thickness for Step-graded Structure 

The critical thickness (he) of MDs formation and strain relaxation is very essential issue for 

designing the lattice mismatched heteroepitaxy such as InGaiN/GaN or InGajAs/GaAs. 

Different expressions of critical thickness have been depicted from the ideas of some well 

developed models in sections 2.4. All of these models predicted an inverse dependence of h on 

misfit strain of epitaxial layer with respect to substrate. In case of step-graded structure of these 

heteroepitaxy as shown schematically in Fig. 3.1, In composition (Xi, X2,  X3) increase step wise 

with thickness. The variation of in plane strain in multilayer is completely different to that of the 
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Figure 3.1: Structure of the heteroepitaxy having step-graded interlayers with different In 

composition where x1 x2 x. 

single layer case. It has been shown that the in plane strain in multilayer decreases with thickness 

[6]. Consequently, in step-graded structure multiple interfaces between the interlayers and layer-

substrate introduce multiple critical thicknesses. These thicknesses are comparatively larger than 

that of the single without graded layer for all possible slip systems. The expression for critical 

layer thicknesses, for each step increase of In at each InGaN or InGaAs interlayer and final 

epilayer can be written using the MB model as [1] 

het 
= 

b1 (i - vi  cos2 e) 
lnIa"i 

8(I+vI s1)11 
 sinOsinp r01 ) 

(3.1) 

=C 
+ Yt Yb 

R 
(3.2) 

The subscript i used in Eq. (3.1) and (3.2) for indicating the step number of epitaxy. The other 

parameters have been defined in section 2.4.1 and used their appropriate values at different slips 

for these materials given in Appendix A. The in plane lattice misfit strain for i layer can be 

calculated by Eq. (3.2) which has been developed for multilayer structure and the expressions of 

c, y and R have been published elsewhere [6]. 
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At 
3.3 MDs with Step-graded Interlayers 

3.3.1 Wuzrite InGaN Heteroepitaxy 

According to the energy balance model discussed in section 2.4.3, the material with hexagonal 

symmetry, such as in InGaN, the only non-zero component of biaxial misfit stress tensor takes 

the form [7] 

/ 
2c 

2  
CT (T. = c., +c.-. - '' is  xx yy 

C33 ) 

Where cy are elastic constant and therefore the elastic energy density will become 

- 1 2c 2 "\ 
w=- 1  =11112— 

13 L2 (3.4) 
2 c33 J 

Then the energy per unit area of the interface will be 

2c 
2" 

W=[c+c12— 13 182h (3.5) 
C33 ) 

In the above equation, h is the thickness of the epitaxial layer grown on the GaN substrate. Fig. 

3.2(a) shows the three coordinate representation of hexagonal cell where the dislocation line lies 

along the y-axis and z-axis is perpendicular to the c-plane. In order to calculate the partially 

relaxed misfit strain let us consider an array of MDs be inclined by an angle y from the x-axis as 

shown in Fig. 3.2(b). The c-plane edge component burger vector, b = b cos çsine. Let I is the 

distance between two neighbor dislocations. In such a system the average strain produced for a 

layer with thickness h are 

bsiny 
(3.6) 

1/siny 1 

bcosy b, 
(3.7) 

VCOSY 
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The <1 1-23>(11-22) slip system has been identified as the active one thus the three arrays of 

misfit dislocations are simultaneously rotated by 600.  The total average strain as a result of these 

arrays are 

y 

VA 

 

:ation lines 

x 

(a) (b) 

___ 
Figure 3.2: (a) The three coordinate system for dislocation in wuzrite structure where the z-axis 

is perpendicular to the c-plane and the dislocation line lies along the y-axis and (b) geometrical 

represantation of equally distributed dislocation array 

E'1 " 
(
7 
 + 

xx Ex. (Y) + 6, + ~3 ) +6 (3.8) /3' 21 

yyy F-yy (7) + SYY 
 (y +,/g C, 

3
)+6"(y+2~ 3) — 

3b  

21 
(3.9) 

Now the strain in the epitaxial layer is partially relaxed by the MDs after reaching the critical 

thickness. Therefore the residual strain after a thickness of h > h is 

_ I3 
- - b 

- I I 
- mi J - bC pMD (3.10) 

21 2 

Therefore the strain energy per unit area of the interface becomes 

dW 2
ci3

2 Y 2 

=c11  +c12 
33 

)(
IF IBd_bcipMDiU h (3.11) 
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Where, i = 1, 2, 3 .... for residual strain of the first, second, third interlayer respectively and so 

on. The energy per unit length of a dislocation lying in the layer-substrate or interlayer-interlayer 

4 interface of a material with hexagonal symmetry has been derived as [8, 9] 

" 
dEd(I) ( LC13  

2 

=bc1  +c12  -___ 

dl c33 ) L r01 ) r0 )] 
(3.12) 

The energy per unit interface area of an array of evenly distributed dislocations with spacing, I is 

then (1/1)(dEd(i)/dl). As all three arrays of non-interacting MDs are assumed to be independent, 

the total energy per unit area may be expressed as 

dR3dEd() =b1c11+c12—
dA 1 dl 1 

2c132  

C33 ) [r) 
)]hi 

 
(3.13) 

The total energy stored by the array of misfit dislocation in the i' layer with partially relaxed 

misfit strain 

2c Y 
_bcjpMDU + 11 b ic +c12 -  E1  =[ +c12  - 

1 C33  i) r0Jj C33  

It is assumed that the dislocation spacing 1 is such that it minimizes the total energy E 1  within the 

interlayer. So the misfit dislocation density within the 1th  interlayer is found from dE11/d10 as 

1 ( - h 1  ln(h/r01 )"l 
for h1  > PMDI = 

= 3b sin0cos h1 ln(h/i 1 )J (3.15) 

=0 for h < h 

The layer grown upon the partially relaxed interlayer of thickness h,, will experience a misfit 

strain, e,,,+ I)  reduced by the residual strain Ej  of the previous layer from Eq. (3. 10). Therefore 

£'m(i+ I) becomes 

Cn (i+I) = 

a1(1) 1I(I,1) 
(3.16) 
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The misfit dislocation density for the next (i+1)1  layer, PMDi+i)  will be updated using the Eq. 

(3.15) and (3.16) and corresponding residual strain Cjl) from Eq. (3.10). The subsequent results 

takes the form as 

2c111(+J) ( 1n(h ( . 1) / (+)) 
I 1— P1DI+1 

= 3b(111)  sin 0 cos (D h( , )  ln(hC(+I)/1(I+l))] for 
h> h1 } (3.17) 

=0 for h1<h1 

= 1~ 6 111(i+1)
1_13 

bC(+i)pMo(+l) (3.18) 

The parameters used for calcualting the edge, screw and mixed MDs in different favored slip 

system of InGaN have been mentioned in Appendix A. 

3.3.2 Cubic InGaAs Heteroepitaxy 

The misfit dislocations are generally formed on {1 11 } planes in InGa1 ..As/GaAs heteroepitaxy 

[5, 9]. The crystallography for dislocation assisted strain relaxation in the lnGaAs film growth on 

(001) oriented substrates has been illustrated in Fig. 2.10. The relaxation occurs by MD 

formation on the inclined glide planes. In order to find MD density the misfit strain energy of the 

film and energy released by misfit dislocations in cubic heteroepitaxy have been evaluated [1, 

10-13]. The expressions proposed by Hu are used to calculate MD generation for each interlayer. 

Assume the misfit dislocation generated after the critical thickness have burgers vector that tilts 

from the dislocation line by an angle 0, and a glide plane that tilts from the film plane by an 

angle p.  The energy stored by the dislocation due to the misfit strain of the it" interlayer can be 

written as 

Ed 
= 

[sill Gb2 2 0 
2  1( 

In— 
h. 

(3.19) --1 
4it I—v1 r 

) 

Where the first term in the bracket is due to the edge component of the dislocation and the 

second term is for the screw component. The core radius of the dislocation is r0, which taken 

approximately to equal b. The in-plane stress from the misfit bringing a misfit dislocation from 

the surface to the epitaxial interface causes a net displacement in the film by a distance, (&i) = 
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bsin9coscp. This displacement is uniform in the direction perpendicular to the vertical film cross 

section containing the dislocation line. The strain energy dissipated by this displacement per unit 

length of the MD introduced by 

t 
VI)hb sin0cosp (3.20) sl- 

1—v 

Where the subscript i used for indicating the energy values at different interlayers. The 

occurrence of the first misfit dislocation becomes feasible when this energy exceeds the 

dislocation energy given in Eq. (3.19) and the total energy stored by the system will he lowest. 

Assume these misfit dislocations have a density p, within the i interlayer. The in-plane strain, 

after the first dislocation appears, starts to decrease as more MDs are introduced, and can be 

expressed as a function of dislocation density: 

=E111 —pb sinOcosp (3.21) 

The density of MDs as a function of film thickness is obtained by minimizing, with respect to P 

within the interlayer. Therefore we have 

pi= 
ki  

 b sin8cosço h J 
1 for h1  > 

} = 0 
for h 

(3.22) 

The process for updating the equations for MDs density and misfit strain with increasing the 

interlayer are assumed to be similar of InGaN heteroepitaxy as mentioned in Eq. (3.17) and 

(3.18). The layer grown upon the partially relaxed layer of thickness h1, will experience a misfit 

strain less by the residual strain t', of the previous layer as expressed in Eq. (3.21). 

3.4 TDs with Step-graded Interlayers 

As we have mentioned above, in the growth of lattice-mismatched heteroepitaxy, TDs are 

concomitantly generated with MDs. These TDs are non-equilibrium defects that always raise the 

internal energy of the film/substrate system [14]. Thus, there is a natural driving force to reduce 

the internal energy and TD density, subsequently. This reduction may occur due to reactions 

between pairs of inclined TDs and blocking by interaction between gliding TD with a MD line 

- 
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on its gliding plane as shown schematically in Fig. 3.3 [14-15]. For reduction of the total TD 

density, fusion and annihilation reactions are considered as primary reason. A fusion reaction 

happens when two TD (b 1  and b2) lines becomes one TD with new burger vector, b3=b 1 ±b2. 

Annihilation reaction happens when two TD lines with equal and opposite burger vectors (h 1 - 

TD-TD fusion 
reaction 

Layer-substrate 
or layer-laye 

interface 

D blocking by 
MD segment 

D-TL) annihilation 
reaction 

Figure 3.3: Threading dislocation reduction mechanism in step-graded heteroepitaxy 

b2) undergo the reaction b 1+b2=0, removing the dislocations entirely. Another type of reaction 

may take place with producing two new TDs with different burger vectors from two TDs and 

known as scattering reaction, h 1 +h2=h3+b4. We have neglected the effect of scattering reactions 

because of no reduction of TDs are made with it. 1-lowever all of these reactions can take place 

when the distance between interacting dislocations becomes smaller than the characteristic cross-

section of a specific reaction: annihilation radius, rA for annihilation and fusion radius, rp for 

fusion reactions [15-16]. After two TDs or a TD and a MD have fallen within the interaction 

distance, they glide or climb together under the action of internal forces. So there must be an 

initial relative motion for TDs to come within an interaction distance and hence their inclinations 

with respect to the film normal are responsible to increase the probability of reaction. This can he 

enhanced by step change of mismatch strain with increasing film thickness. In order to derive the 

governing equation for TDs reduction at each interlayer of the step-graded structure, only 

annihilation and fusion reactions are considered [17]. The geometry of two TDs connected with 

MD segments and their relative motion with film thickness in a particular interlayer is shown in 

Fig. 3.4(a). Assuming that the points of TD intersections with the film surface may experience 

relative motion with increasing film thickness, each TD will sweep [see Fig. 3.6(b)] an 
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interaction area dS = 2rAdr, where dr is the differential value of the TDs relative motion. Each 

TD will encounter dA = pc5S other TDs where p is the density of TDs. Therefore, the change of 

TD density due to annihilation reactions will be 

dp = —pdN = —2rAp2dr = —2rA  tan 4Jp2 Ah (3.23) 

f flf 

(a) TDs  
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(b) (c) 

Figure 3.4: Threading dislocation motion in growing film (a) dislocation geometry and their 

relative motion, (b) the interaction area swept by moving TD in plain view and (c) perspective 

view 

which could be simplitied as 

dp=—Kp2 dh (3.24) 
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Where, K=r4M is average reaction kinetic coefficient between all pair of TDs and M represents 

the average value of the net relative motion of TDs with changing film thickness. The TDs that 

will interact must have net relative motion, which can be characterized by the factor 

M = tanVrn —tan iimj [17]. Where m is a unit vector that gives the lateral motion of TDs of 

x andy on the film surface with changing film thickness, shown in Fig. 3.4(c). In order to make 

analogy to simple chemical reaction kinetics, consider TDs of the xthl  and th  types with 

corresponding densities Px  and p,. We suppose that due to the effective motion of inclined TDs at 

each interlayer, the reactions occur with uniform probability at any point on the surface. Then for 

diminishing dislocation densities px  orpy  as a result of the direct reaction of TDs of the x"' and y 

types Eq. (3.24) can be written as 

dp 
.< 

dt 
(3.25) 

The reaction velocity can be expressed with relative dislocation motion and interaction cross-

section in the following form: 

V = 2r1 V - V, I = A, F, or S indicate annihilation, fusion and scattering reaction 

The velocity can be written fory type TD as 

V = = 1; tan()m (3.26) 
dt 

Therefore Eq. (3.25) becomes 

dp 
Kpp (3.27) 

dt 

The reaction kinetic coefficient K y  in Eq. (3.27) presents the extent to participate in reaction of 

TDs type x and y which depends on the average differential motion with increasing interlayer 

thickness. To understand the effects internal and external stress, layer thickness the average 

differential motion dr for a particular interlayer has been analyzed from another report on 

intentionally introduced strained layers [14, 18]. The effects of mismatch strain on differential 

motion with respect to layer thickness have been considered in step-graded interlayer for 

calculating the reaction kinetic coefficients between each pair of TDs. Though the mismatches 

strain in without graded layer is higher, the lateral motion of TDs with respect to interlayer 
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thickness is larger for step-graded layer due to comparatively lower stepped increase of 

thickness. Therefore, a multiple inclination of TDs at each interface enables them to increase the 

probability of interaction in step-graded structure. All the possible reactions between two TD 

in a step-graded interlayer are shown schematically in Fig. 3.5 [19]. They should be summarized 

mathematically for developing the governing equation of TD density with increasing film 
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Figure 3.5: Probable interactions between threading dislocations due to step-graded interlayers. 

Dislocations (a) may not or (b) may bend without being removed from the top layer. (c) A 

mixed dislocation may bend over and glide all the way to the edge, resulting in the elimination 

threading dislocation in the top layer, (d) Dislocation may participate in an annihilation reaction, 

and eliminate from the top layer, (e) two dislocation may coalesce to form a third dislocation. 

This process removes one dislocation from the upper layer and (0 scattering reaction between 

two dislocations to form two new dislocations 

thickness. This needs the values of K y  between all pair of TDs for each interlayer which have 

been calculated considering the stress at each interlayer [14, 18]. A reaction table can be 

developed for the whole step-graded heteroepitaxy which contains all possible reaction 

according to the possible burger vector arranged in column and row. From the reaction table 

developed for a specific material a couple of differential equations can be written [14, 18, 20]. 

They are summarized in a generalized form as 

~ Kpp 
- dh 

y I ii fl 
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Here Px  represents the density of specific TD family, with number x designated in reaction table. 

The first summation is for the annihilation and fusion reactions which reduce the TDs density of 
xth family one per reaction. The second summation is for fusion reactions between the other 

families '1' and in' that produce the dislocation in the xdl  family and the last term is for TD of x 1  

family reduction by MD blocking on its gliding path. 

3.4.1 Reaction Model for InGaN Fleteroepitaxy 

The possible annihilation, fusion reactions between each pair of TDs in each step-graded InGaN 

interlayer, with characteristic radii r4  and rp have been considered. There are 20 unique families 

of dislocations in InGaN according to their burger vector and line directions [20]. Among them, 

two for screw dislocation (+c and -c), six different edge dislocations (+a l , -a1 , ±a2, -a2, +a3  and - 
a3) and twelve for different mixed character dislocations (+a 1±c, ±a 1 -c, -a1+c, -a1 -c, +a2-i-c, ±a2  

c, -a2+c, -a2-c, ±a3±c, -1-a3-c, -a3+c, and —a3-0. According to the reaction Table 3.1 developed for 

wuzrite InGaN, TDs from family 1 can only have annihilation and fusion reactions with TDs 

from family 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, and 16 that reduce the TDs. The first term of Eq. (3.28) can be 

expressed for the i InGaN interlayer as 

(dP1  ) 
= (- K 9 p p9  - K110p1  p10  - K111p1  p1 I  - K112p1  p12  - K115p1  p15  - K116p1 Piô)iaiayer (3.29) 

dh 
i layer 

On the other hand it follows from the analysis of the Table 3.1 that, TDs from family I may be 

generated within the interlayer only as the product of fusion reactions between TDs from the 

following pairs of families 7-8, 7-14, 7-18, 7-20, 8-13, 8-17, 8-19, 13-18 and 14-17. Therefore, 

for production of TDs from family 1 as a result of fusion, one can write 
NI 

=
1+2K78p7  ±K714p7p11 +K718p7p18  +K720p7p,0  +K813p8p 3  +K817pp17 

(3.30) 
dh )""layer + K89pp 9  + K1318p13p18  + K1417p11p17 

JI'layer 

Finally, the TD of family I could be blocked by MDs in InGaN on its gliding path. Therefore the 

TD reduction for type 1 within the interlayer due to this effect can be written as 

dpl 
= (- P1 P. )i'iaycr dh 

I layer 

(3.31) 

Combining the decrease of TDs as a result of annihilation, fusion between TD and blocking by 
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MD we can arrive at the governing differential equation for the density of TD family I in the tli 

interlayer of step-grade InGaN, in the absence of scattering reactions, as 

p1  (K 9p9  + K110p10  + K11  p1  + K112p1, + K I,,  5p15 + K116p16 ) 

= + 2K78p7 p8  + K, 14 p7 p14  + K 718p + K720 p7 p70  + K8 p13 (3.32) 
dh J I 

7 p18 13p8 
I / ilhlayer I I 

+ K817p8p17  + K819p3p19  + K13 18p13p18  + K14 17 p14 p17 
 - 

p1 p Jill ayer 

Similarly, reaction equations for six different edge TDs, twelve mixed and two screw character 

TDs i. e. a total of twenty equations could be developed for each interlayer of step-graded InGaN 

heteroepitaxy. These are summarized in Eq. (3.32) to (3,51). Each of the 20 possible TD families 

is listed in Table 3.1 with its designated number. Several of the reactions produce compound 

burger vector dislocations. Reactions that are not possible due to h2-criterion [16] or for 

- 
geometric reasons are indicated with a "—" while reactions that are possible are indicated with 

their designated number. Reactions that produce two dislocations are denoted with two numbers 

corresponding to their products. 

- p2  (K 2 7 p7  + K 23p8  + K213p13  + K 214 p14  + K 217 p17  + K 718p18 ) 
(dp2 I I 
(dh,)uuiuiayer 

= + 2K910p9p10  + K912p9p12  + K916p9p16  + K920p9p20  + 1p10 p (3.33) 

+ K10 5 p10p15  + K10 9p10p19  + K 1116p11p16  + K12 
15p12p15 - p2p 

(-  
dp3 

p(K3 p + K38p8  + K313p13  + K314 p14  + K315p15  + K316p16 ) 

I'layer 

I 
dii 

= + K912p9p12  + K918p9p18  + K10 11p10p1  + K10 7p10p27  + 2K1112p11p12 (3.34) 

+ K1 118p1 p18 + K1120p11p20  + K12 7p12 p17  + K12  19p12p19 - p3p 

("P4 
( 

/ 

p4 (K49p9  + K410p10  + K11 P i + K412p12  + K417p17  + K4 8p18) 

dh 
= I + K711pp14  + K716p7p16  + K 813p8p13  + K815p8p15  + 2K 1314p13p11 (3.35) 

ihlayer I I 
+ K 36p 3p 6  + K 3,20p13p20  + K 15p 4 p 5  + K 4 ,p 1p 9 

 - p1p, 
)"ayer 

(—p5 (K57p7  +K58p8  +K511p11  +K512p12  +K517p17  +K518p18 ) 

c.1ll:1 l 

(05 
.,) 

+ IK914p9p11  + K916p9p16  + K103p10p13  + K10 5p10p1 5 + K1316p13p16 (3.36) 
IIYCI. I I 

+ K14 5p14 p15  + 2K1516p15p16  + K1520p15p20  + K16 19p16p19 
 - 

p5p11 )h1 
ayer 

(- p6 (K6 9p9  + K610p10  + K 13p13  + K611p14  + K615p15  + K6  16p16 ) 
('P6 I I 

= 
+ K 12p7 p1  + K718p7 p18  + K811p8p11  + K817p8p17  + K1118p11p18  I (3.37) 

dh Jiur'iay' I 
+ K12 17p12p17 + 2K1718p17 p18  + K17 20p17 p20  + K18 19p18p19  - p6p f1 ayer 
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dp, (—K710p7p10  —p7 (K77p2  +K37p3  +K57p5  +K78p8  +K7 12p12  + K714p14  

dh 1"layer + K7  6p1 + K7  8p18  + K7  ,0p,0 )+ K4 7pp13  + K613p6p 
(3.38) 

)0"layer  

(dp8 ' (—K89p8p9  —p8(K28p2  +K38p3  +K58p5  +K78p8  +K811p11  +K813p13

dh 

' 

)jiitaycr  + K815p15  + K817p17  + K8  19p19) + K4 18p4 p18  + K614p6p14 - Pm )i"Iayer 

(- K8 p8p, - () (K19 p1  + K49p4  + K69p6  + K, 10p10  + K, 12p12 + 91414 = (
dpg ' 

dh A"iayer  + I 16p16  + K, 18p18 + K, 70p20) + K31  5p3p15  + K51  1P5P1 i - P9Pm )0"layer 

(3.40) 

(dp10  (—K710p7p1 , —p10(K110p1  +K410p4  +K 10p6  +K,10p, +K0 1p11 

dh  )ih'Iiyer + K1 5p15  + K10 p17  + K1019p19) + K31 p3p16  + 2p5p12 — 

 . 

PI OP.  Ji'llayer 

(3.41) 

K 4p1  p14  —p (KI'l  1p1  +K.1 p4  +K51 p5  + K8  p8  +K 0  p1, +K 122 

dh IIIaycr =(  + K1
Ij  p16  + K1  1,  18p18  + K1 20p20) + K2I 7p,p17  + K69p6p, PI An )i"'layet 

 
(3.42) 

2 (—K 13p 2 p, —p17 (K12p +K412p4  +K512p5  +K712p7  +K,12 p, +K1112p11  (dPl  
)h1layer + K115p15  + K1 7p17  + K1 ,p19 ) + K,18p7p 8  ± 10p6p10  — P 2Pm 

(3.43) 
)i"laycr 

(dp1 ') (—K12,13p12 p17  —p13(K213p2  +K313p3  +K613p6  +K81:p8  +K1013p10  +K1314p14" 

dh )jIIIayer  + K116p16  + K118p18  + K1320p20) + K115p1 p15  + K57p5p7  —p13p11  

(dp14

1"layer dli 

(—K1114p11p14  —p14 (K214p2  +K314p3  +K614p6  ±K714p7  +K,14 p14  +K114p13)

i".1ayer  
+ K141 5p15  + K141  7p17  + K 41  ,p1 ) + K116p1  p16  + K58p5p8 

 - 
p1 4 p 

(3.45) 

(dp15 (—K1518p15p18 —p15(K115p1  +K315p3 +K615p6  +K815p8  ±K1Q15p10 +K1 215p12) 

dh = )011.yer +

(-

K1415p14  + K151 6p16 + K 520p20) + K49p4 p, + IK213p2p13 - p1  5Pm 
(3.46) 

(—K1617p16p17  —p16(K116p1  +K316p3  +K616p6  +K716p7  +K916p9  (C'PI6 

dhJn1 y r  L+ K1 16p13  + K15 6p15 + K119p19) + K,111)p4p10  + K2 14p2 p14 6Pm 
(3.47) 

)",layer 

(dp" (—K117p16p17  —p17 (K217p2  +K 7p4  +K517p5  +K817p8  +K1017p10  +K117p12  
dh )I"Iayer  +KllI7p14  +K1718p18  +K1720p20)+K111p1 p11  +K37p3p7 — PIpm 

(3.48) 
)i"'layet 

1l8 
(—K1518p15p18  —p18(I(218p2  +K418p4  +K518p5  +K718p7  +K,18p, +K1118p11  

)i11laycr + K1318p13  + K17 18p17 + K1 19 8) + K11 2 p1 p12  + K38p3p8 - p1 8p11 
)0"layet 

(3.49) 
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- p19 (K 19 p8  +K1019 p10  + K12 19p12  + K1119 p14  + K1619 p1  + K18 9p18 ) 
(dplg )   

dh ,h'Iaycr 

+K19 p1 p9  +K27p2 p7  +K313pp1  +K41 04 p11 +K 17 p5 p17 (3.50) 

+K615pp15 
- P19R0 )ilavc 

dp20 
(- p 0(K720p7  + K920p9  + K1  20p11  + K120p13  + K1520 p15  + K17 2017) 

('\ I I 
'.)j1layer = 

+ K1 ,10 p1 p10  + K28p2p8  + K314 p3p14  + K412p4 p12  + K518p5p18 (3.51) 

+ K616p6p16  - P20P 
) iayer 

Table 3.1: Reaction table for threading dislocation in growing InGaN heteroepitaxy 
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3.4.2 Reaction Model for InGaAs Heteroepitaxy 

The threading dislocations for InGaAs single layer are divided into two categories as 600 M 

mixed TDs gliding along the inclined { 111 } planes and edge TDs with burger vector parallel to 

the (001) plane. The TDs associated with surface nucleation of dislocation half-loop will form on 

inclined slip planes with burger vectors that arc inclined with respect to film substrate intethce 

are of 60° type [14]. For the (001) growth of f.c.c. semiconductors, this plane corresponds to one 

of the four inclined faces of the half-octahedron shown in Fig. 2.10(b) and the possible burgers 
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vector of the dislocations will be one of the following: ±a12[101], ±a12[011] , ±a12[-I01], ±a/2[0-

11]. For dislocation half-loop nucleation at the film surface, the burgers vectors of the half-loop, 

and eventually the pair of TDs and the MD, will be parallel to one of the inclined half-

octahedron edges. This gives the set of possible burgers vectors for surface nucleation as 

±a12[101], ±a/2[011], ±a/2[-101], ±a!2[0-11]. For TDs associated with island growth generated 

MDs may have their burgers vectors lying in the film/substrate interface are of edge type. This 

set of burger vectors will be parallel to one of the edges of the square base of the half-octahedron 

and will be form the set ±a12[110], ±a/2[-110]. Although there are 12 unique burgers vectors, a 

total of 24 burgers vectors/slip plane combinations exist for cubic material system. Thus, in 

considering the overall reactions between TDs, a 24 x24 matrix can be constructed to investigate 

all possible TD-TD interactions and these are listed in Table 3.2. A similar reaction model has 

been developed for step-graded cubic InGaAs interlayers with different crystal geometry of TDs, 

According to Table 3.2 TDs from family I in the i  interlayer can only have annihilation 

reactions with TDs from family 4 and fusion reactions with TDs from families 11. 12, 15, 16. 19, 

20, 23, and 24. Therefore, only reactions with these families will contribute to the process of 

diminishing the density of TDs from family I in the I' interlayer, i.e. 

= - 
K 4 p p4  - K 1 p1  p1  - K112 p1  p12  - K, 5p1 p,5  - K116 p, p16  - K,1)p1 9 

(3.52) 
dh 

)i"'layer K,,0 p1  p - K123 p1 p2  - K, 24 p, p24 )Ihlaycr  

It follows from the analysis of Table 3.2 that TDs of family 1 may be generated only as the 

product of fusion reactions between TDs from the following pairs of families: 13±17, 13±1 8, 

14±17, 14± 18. Therefore, for production of TDs from family 1 as a result of fusion, we can write 
11 

dpl = (+ K13  7p13p,7  + K13  8p,3p18  + K14  7p,,2p17  + K14 )i"'layer (3.53) 
dh) layer 

In case of cubic semiconductor all possible planes contains misfit dislocation with corresponding 

density. Therefore all 24 equations carry the term of TD blocking by MD and can be written for 

TD of family 1 as 

-(- P ) dli Ij '"layer 
l layer (3.54) 
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Combining the reduction of TDs as a result of fusion, annihilation reaction and blocking by 

MDs, we can arrive at the governing differential equation for the density of TD of family 1, in 

the absence of scattering reactions as 

(dPI 

(K1 ,p4  + K1 Pl I + K112p12  + KI  Isp)s + K116p16  + K1 9p19  + K120p20  + K123p23  
(3.55) 

dh)i"Iayer=  + K 4p) + K117p13p + K 318p 3p18  + K14 7p14p17  + K141  8p14p18 
- 

p1  p 

Similar equations can be readily derived for all twenty-four dislocation families. These 24 

equations will include in the most general cases of 256 coefficients, K y. Due to the geometrical 

symmetry and the sake of simplicity, an identical values of coefficients K=k for annihilation 

and fusion reaction are used for simulation in cubic InGaAs heteroepitaxy. Therefore Eq. (3.55) 

and other similar equations can be simplified as 

+p 1  +p12  +p15  +p16  +p19  +p20  +p23  +p24)+kplipI7  +kp13p18  

dh )i"'laer y  ~ kp14p17  + kp14p18 —p p, )thj 

(3.56) 

ayer 

(—p2 k(p1  +p11  +p12  +p15  +p1 +p19  +p,0  +p2  +p24 )+kp9p21 +kp9p22  (dP2  

dli 
)

i",] ~ yer +kp10p21  +kp10p22 p2 p,,, ),.,.layer 

(357) 

+p9 pw+p13p4 +p 7  +p18  +p21  +p22 )+kp15p19  +kp15p20  (dP3  
dh 

i layer 

=
(—p_,k(P2  

+kp16p19  +kp6p20 —p3pm 
(3.58) 

(dp _p4k(p +p9  +p10  +p13  +p14  +17 +1)18  +p21  +p22)+kp11p23  +kp11p24  

dli 
I,,  layer 

=

(+kpl2P23  + kp 2p24 
- p4p,,, )i,h  

(359) 
layer 

(dp5  

clh 

)

i'I'laye, 

(—p5k(p8 11 12 15 16 17 +PIS +p21  +p22)+kp9p 9  +kp9p20)

ilhlayer 
+kp10p19  +kp10p20  — p5p,1 

(3.60) 

(—p6k(p7  +p +p12  +p15  + J(,+ 17  + +p21 +p2))+kp13pfl  +kp11p24  

dli li 
I Iaye ±kp14 p23  + — P6P1 ),.layer 

(3.61) 

1—p7k(p7 +p9  +p10  +p13  +p14 +p19 +p20 +p23  +p24) +kPllpll  +kp11p1  

(

dP7  

dh 
'layer kp12p17  + kp12p13 

- P7Ptn )i"'laver 

(3.62) 

(dp8  +p9  +p10  +p13  +p(4  +p19  +p20  +p23 +p24)  +kp15p21  + kp15p22  

dh 

)

i,,,,aY,,

=
(—pgk(P5  

+ kp16 p21  + kp16p22 
 - 

p8p,1, )j1h laye 

(3.63) 
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(- p9k(p3 + p4  + p7  + p + p12  + p19  + p,0  + p21  + p22) + kp1  p23  + kp1  

(IP,) dhJ , i layer +kp2p23  +kp2p24 _pp 
)i'hlayer  

(3.64) 

o 

(—p0k(p3 +p4 +p7 +p8 +p11 +p19 +p,0 +p,1 +p22)+ 5p17  +kp5p18  

(t 
i aye +kp6p17  +kp6p18 PioPni )i"'layer 

(3.65) 

I —p1k(p +p2 +p5 +p6 +p1 +p17 +p8 +p23  +p24)+kp3p2 +kp3p22  (dpl  

dhJ layer (+kP4P21  +kp4p22 PllPia )j thlaycr  

(3.66) 

r
dPQ  I  1-P]2k(pl +p2 +p5 +p6 +p9 117 +Pig P2: +p24)+kp7p19 P7P20 
dli layer 1\+ kp8p19  + 1p3p20  - p12p )ith aycr  

(3.67) 

(dp13  (—p13k(p3  +p4 +p7  +p8 +p13 +p17  +p18 +p23  +p24)+kp5p21  +kp5p22  

II ilayer +kp6p21  +kp6p22 _P13P., )i'hlaycr 
 

(3.68) 

(dp14  (—p14k(p3  +p4  +p7 +p8 +p14  +p17 +p8 +p23  +p24)+kp1 p19  +kp1  p20 

i layer +k p2p 9  +kp2p20 _p14p1 )i"layer 

(3.69) 

5  (—p15k(p1  +p2 +p5 +p +p1 +p1, +p21  +p,7)+kp,p,3  +kp7p24  

(

dpl  

dh = layer + 1p8p23  + kp8p24  - p1 5p 
)..hyer 

(3.70) 

(dp16 (—p16kp1  +p2 +p5 +p6  +p13  +p19+p0 +p21  +p22)+kp3p17  +kp3p13  

i layer +kp4p17  +kp4p13  — p1p )ilhlayer 

(37 

(dp17  +P4 +P5 +p6 +p +p2 +p3 +p 4  +p20)+kpp15  +kpp 5  
=173 

dh h la yer +kp2p13  + kp2  p16 17111 )i"layer  

(372 

(dp 8  1_p18k(p3 +p4  +p5  +p6  +p11 +p 2  +p13  +p14  +p19)+kp,p9  +kp7p10  

dh 
laycr + kp8p9  + kp8p10 PlSPm )i'hlayer  

(3.73) 

(—p 9k(p +p2  +p7  +p3  +p9  +p10  +p. +p1  +p1 )+kp3p13  +kp3p14  

dhJ i layer +kp1p1, +kp4p14 Pl9Pm  )i"laycr 

(3.74) 

(_p20k(p1  +p2 +p7  +p8 +p9 +p10 +p15 +p16 +p17)+kp5p11  +kp5p12  (020 
dh 

layer kp6p1  I  + kp6  p12 — p20p  )i"'layer 

(375) 

121  
(p21k(p3 +P4 +p +p6 +p9 +p 0  +p5 +p6  +p24)+kpp1, +kp1p 2  

dh 
i layer 1(p2  P1 I + kp2  p12 

- 
p2  1Pm )i"'layer 

(3.76) 
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(

dP22 

(+kP8PI3+kp8Pl4—P22P...
223 

+p4  +p5 +p6 +p9 +p10 +p +p16 +p23)+kp7p13  +kp7p14 
(377) 

dhJ 
layer )iIh layer 

(dp2 

 i

3 ' (—p23k(p1 + + p7 +p3 +p1  +p12  + p13  +p14  +p23)+kp3p9  +kp3p 0 
(3.78) 

dh) 
layer 

+kp4 p9  +kp4p10 P23P 
)'.11yer 

(

dP24)

i ,,,.Y,,,=

(— P24k(pi  +p2  +p7  +p +p11 +p1 +p13 +p14  +p21)+kp5p15  +kp5p16 
(379) 

dh +kp6p15  +kp6p16 P24Prn 
)i'Jayer 
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Table 3.2: Reaction table for TDs in growing InGaAs heteroepitaxy. Reactions that are not possible due to h2-criterion or for 
geometric reasons are indicated with a "-" while reactions that are possible are indicated with their designated number. 
Annihilation reactions are denoted with "0" 
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Chapter IV 

Simulation Results and Discussion 

4.1 Introduction 

The proposed step-graded interlayer technique is expected to be very promising and superior for 

improving the material quality in case of InGaN and lnGaAs heteroepitaxia! film. To fabricate 

novel devices, it is of crucial importance to study the crystalline quality of the constituent 

materials. The main objective of this chapter is to investigate the results of the numerical 

calculation for misfit dislocations (MDs) as well as threading dislocations (TDs) during the 

heteroepitaxial growth. The results of edge, screw and mixed type MD and TD densities in all 

possible slips of both step-graded heteroepitaxy have been compared with constant composition 

layer. The dislocation densities and residual strain profile of these heteroepitaxy observed in 

experiments has been compared with the result found from the numerical simulation, 

4.2 Critical Thickness of InGaN/GaN and InGaAs/GaAs System 

The evaluation of critical thickness (he) is an important issue to estimate the MD generation with 

the increase of thickness for any heteroepitaxy. According to the different models discussed in 

chapter 2, the critical thickness for MD formation in wuzritc InGaN and cubic InGaAs 

heteroepitaxy has been calculated. The results have been as shown in Fig. 4.1(a) and (b). It can 

be seen from the figures that critical thickness decreases with the increase of In composition and 

so the misfit strain for all models. The calculations were done for the I/3<11-23>{ 1-101 } of 

InGaN and 1/2<1 10>{ 111 } of lnGaAs slip system using the inner cut-off radius r0  = h/2. It is 

clear from the figures that the model of People and Bean gives extremely high estimates of h 

compared to others which can be ruled out as inappropriate for [Il-nitrides and arsenide. The 

Fisher's model gives reasonable estimations for the h as compared with experimental data. The 

curve presented in line with circle in these graphs corresponds to the simplest isotropic 

f'or,nulation of the energy balance (EB) model. The EB model in this form strongly 

underestimates the possible values of the h. Therefore, MB force balance model has been used 

to calculate the hc  in each step-graded interlayer. A multiple critical thickness at different 

interlaces have been calculated in case of step-graded structure. Due to inverse relationship a 

gradual decrease of in plane strain with thickness [1] introduces larger critical thickness for the 
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upper layers of the step-graded structures. To calculate h at each interface the in plane strain 

after each interlayer thickness have been considered according to Eq. (3.2). 
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of critical thickness from various models for (a) InGa1 N/GaN and (b) 
1nGa1 As/GaAs systems. 
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4.2.1 Critical Thickness at Different Slips 

The critical thicknesses for different possible slip system of 1nGa1N/GaN are shown in Fig. 

4.2. It can be seen from the plot that neither the 1/3<1 120>(0001) nor the prismatic slip systems 

predict any critical thickness values for high In composition. Differences between the two 

prismatic slip systems 1/3<1 1-23>(l 1-22) and 1/3<1 1-23>(1-101) are not very large. The basal 

slip shows the lowest value of critical thickness. On the other hand the critical thicknesses in 

cubic InGaAs/GaAs heteroepitaxy are identical in all possible slip systems. 

102  

E 

En 
a.) 10 
U 

U 

I- 
U 

—e-- (11-22) plane 

—e-- (1-101) plane 

(0001) plane 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Indium composition, x 

Figure 4.2: The critical thickness in different slip systems of 1nGam.N/GaN heteroepitaxy 

4.3 Dislocation Sources in Step-graded Heteroepitaxy 

As the dislocation propagation from the preexisting substrate is negligibly small the dominant 

mechanism for their generation in a thick, low strained epilayer is multiplication [2]. The 

evaluation of critical layer thickness for different multiplication mechanism oldislocation is also 

an important issue to proper design of the interlayer thickness in step-graded structure. The 

critical layer thicknesses for the individual operation of Frank-Read and spiral sources of 

multiplication have been calculated for wuzrite InGa1 N/GaN and cubic 1n.GaAs/GaAs 

systems and shown in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 respectively. These thicknesses also show an inverse 

relationship with In composition. Therefore a gradual decrease in misfit strain in the step-graded 

structure introduces larger critical thickness of these sources in the upper layers. In case of step-

graded InGaN and InGaAs interlaycrs a step increase of In composition otTers larger critical 
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Figure 4.3: The critical thicknesses for different sources of dislocations in InGaN heteroepitaxy 
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Figure 4.4: The critical thicknesses for different sources of dislocations in lnGaAs heteroepitaxy 

thicknesses of these dislocation sources. From the figures it is clear that these values are 

typically six to seven times larger than that of the Mathews-Blakeslee critical layer thickness. A 

further observation found that the Frank-Read and spiral sources start the generation after 108 

and 60 urn respectively for a composition difference of 10% in each InGaN interlayer of the 

step-graded structure. Whereas these distances are 20 and 10 nm for 40% composition 
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difference in without graded layer. On the other hand, in case of lnGaAs step-graded structure 

the critical thicknesses of Frank-Read and spiral sources are 191 and 103 nm respectively for 

10% increase of indium at each step. Whereas these distances are only 36 and 19 nm 

respectively for without graded InGaN layer. Thus, in a 1.5 tm step-graded structure with 3 

interlayer each thickness of 200 nm with In composition difference 0.1 will reduce their 

possibility of multiplication in both heteroepitaxy. Therefore, comparatively lower numbers of 

MDs from these sources are expected in the proposed step-graded 1n04Ga06N/GaN and 

In04Ga0 6As/GaAs heteroepitaxy using 3 interlayers. 

4.4 MDs in Step-graded InGaN and InGaAs 

The calculated critical thicknesses of the step-graded 1n04Ga06N and In0 4Ga06As layer on a 

rigid GaN and GaAs substrate are reported in the previous section. At these film thicknesses the 

appearance of MDs are, for the first time, energetically favorable and start to relax the misfit 

strain. However, there is no reason to assume that all MDs will appear suddenly when the film 

thickness reaches h. Instead, 1-lu introduced a simple calculation for determining MD density 

with increasing film thickness h [3]. 1-us model is based on balancing the elastic energy from 

partially relaxed misfit strain and the energy of the non-interacting MD arrays that cause misfit 

strain relaxation. 1-lere the model of 1-lu is used to calculate MD at each interlayer and the upper 

epilayer. 

4.4.1 MDs Generation in Wuzritc InGaN 

The misfit dislocations are calculated in step-graded 1n04Ga06N/GaN heteroepitaxy using 3 

interlayers considering 200 nrn of each layer. Figure 4.5 shows the total MDs generation in 

1/3<1 1-23>(l 1-22) slip as a function of layer thickness. This slip generates edge, screw and 

mixed dislocation depending on the angle between the burger vector and dislocation line 

direction. This figure also presents these three types of MI)s separately in the step-graded 

ln04Ga06N. The mixed MDs are considered as 60° types. 'There is a significant difference 

observed among the results with most of the MDs are of mixed types. It has been clear from the 

figure that the step wise decrease in MDs densities of all types at each interlayer with extremely 

low dislocation density in the epilayer can be achieved. It can be seen from the figure that the 

edge, screw and mixed type MDs are of 1.14x1011, l.4xl0 °  and 9.9x101 ' cni2  respectively in 

the epilayer of the (11-22) plane InGaN step-graded structure. Similarly the MDs of different 

types can be evaluated in other possible slips considering their parameters as listed in Table 2. I. 
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Figure 4.5: The different types of misfit dislocations on 1/3<1 1-23>(l 1-22) slip of a step-

graded InGaN (I n04Ga0 6N/l n03Ga0 7N un0 2Ga03N /1 no  ,Ga09N/GaN heteroepitaxy) layer 

The Fig. 4.6(a) and (b) show the edge, screw and mixed type MDs in the 1/3<1 I-23>(1-101) and 

1/3<1 1-20>(0001) slips respectively in epilayer of the InGaN heteroepitaxy. Now, the effects of 

step grading on the different types of MDs can be analyzed. From the above we can see that the 

MDs of all types generated in 1/3<11-20> (0001) slip are much higher than that of the other 

prismatic slips. This is because the hexagonal c-plane is isotropic and therefore burgers vector 

for all dislocation lines with different angles (p are equivalent, It is also clear in all figures that 

the mixed and edge type MDs have higher densities than screw type. This is due to the lower 

energy configuration for mixed and edge type whereas screw type requires highest energy. It can 

IN 
be seen from the figure that the edge, screw and mixed type MDs are of 1.1 8x lOu, I .5x 1010  and 
I 1012  cn12  respectively on the (1-101) plane whereas these values are 5.1 x  10', I .4x  10' and 
6.9x 1012  cm 2  respectively in the epilayer of the (000 1 ) plane InGaN step-graded structure. The 

Fig. 4.7 shows a comparison of total generated edge type MI)s in all possible planes of the step-

graded and without graded structure. The total edge type MDs at the InGaN epilayer are found 

to be 7,3x  10' and 1.72x 1012  cm'2  for step-graded and without graded structure respectively. 

The significant difference of dislocation density indicates that the step-graded interlayers 

successfully decrease the dislocation between GaN and InGaN interface and between the 

interlayers. The improvements of total mixed type MDs have also been calculated for the step-

graded and without graded structure and shown in Fig. 4.8. It has again confirms a signiticant 

improvement of epilayer quality due to use of step-graded interlayers. 
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graded InGaN/GaN heteroepitaxy using 3 interlayers 

The gradual decrease of in plane strain with thickness is primarily responsible for this 

improvement in dislocation density. With no interlayer the difference in mismatch between 
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epilayer and substrate causes a large misfit and thermal strain between them. The large 

compressive stress also yields in the InGaN because of large thermal expansion coefficient for 

GaN (5.5x91O 6K 1 ) than for InN (4.0x10 6  K), resulting in an introduction of misfit lattice 

dislocations in the epilayer. On the other hand, with increasing the InGaN interlayer in a step-

graded structure composition increases slowly step-wise. Thus the lattice mismatch as well as 

thermal expansion coefficient of the step graded interlayer would be expected to be gradual 

change from GaN to 11104Ga06N. Furthermore the misfit strain at the new interlayer could be 

compensated by the residual strain of opposite polarity from the previous layer. Therefore, the 

stress may be decreased or accommodated within a graded interlayer resulting in lower misfit 

dislocation. 

4.4.2 MDs Generation in Cubic InGaAs 

The misfit dislocation in a step-graded InGaAs heteroepitaxy has been evaluated analytically 

using the energy balance model developed in chapter 3. The calculations have been done for a 

1.5trn step-graded structure with 3 InGaAs interlayer each of 200nm thickness and 10% In 

composition increase at each interlayer. The results have been presented in Fig. 4.9. Most of the 

MDs generated in cubic InGaAs heteroepitaxy are of mixed (600  type) dislocations with few 

edge dislocations. It can be seen from the figure that the edge type MDs of 9.8x 1'0, 2.0x lOb, 
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1.7x io and 8.8x 108  cm 2  are calculated at lii-st, second, third interlayer and epilayer respectively 

for the step-graded structure. Whereas these values are found to be 8.5x10'', 1.73xlOH, 
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1.4x10 0  and 7.6x 109  cm 2  for mixed type MD. These again confirm the generation of a large 

number of mixed type MDs. The improvement of epilayer using step graded interlayers can be 

evaluated using the Fig. 4.10 and 4.11. These figures present a comparison of total edge and 

mixed type MDs in step-graded and without graded structure. Due to step grading the edge type 

MDs decreases from 1.lx10'' to 8.8x108  cm 2  and mixed type from 9.2xI0  to 7.6x109  cm 2. 

These found good agreement with experimental results [4, 5]. 

4.5 TDs Reduction Using Step-graded Interlayer 

Reduction of the threading dislocation density is one ulthe main challenges in GaN and GaAs-

based materials research. Many efforts have been going on for detail modeling of different 

approach to low TD densities. Romanov et al. introduced a model based on "reactions" of 

inclined dislocations in strained heteroepitaxial layers [6, 7]. An intentionally introduced 

strained layer can control the interaction by inclination and hence promotes the reaction among 

the TDs. We have used the model fbr each interlayer and epilayer with some modification and 

observed the overall TD density reduction. The possible annihilation and fusion reaction 

between TDs and blocking by MDs are responsible for decreasing with thickness. 

4.5.1 TDs in Wnzrite InGaN 

The threading dislocation densities in the step-graded InGaN heteroepitaxy have been evaluated 

from the numerical simulation of the reaction model developed in chapter 3. The model 

comprises the possible interaction between all pair of TDs, blocking of a TDs by MDs on its 

gliding path during the growth of each interlayer. In case of wuzrite I1104Ga06N a total of 20 first 

orders, nonlinear differential equations according to all possible burger vectors have been solved 

using Euler method. The structure comprises ofa 1.5 tni InGaN using 3 interlayers each of 200 

rim thickness and 10% In composition difference for each. To execute the solution, the MDs are 

considered as the main source of TDs of specific types to set the initial boundary conditions. The 

reaction kinetic coefficients between each pair of TDs have been determined for each interlayer 

considering the annihilation and fusion reaction radius of 500 A. Commonly three types o1TDs 

are considered in the model. The burger vectors of number I to 6 as indicated in Table 3.1 

represent the TD with edge character. The mixed characters are associated with burger vector 

iiumber 7 to 18 and the rest TD with number 19 and 20 are of screw character. The solution 

presents the variation of TD densities with increasing film thickness. Fig. 4.12 shows the density 

reduction ofTD I, 3 and 5 (edge type) in the step-graded InGaN. It can be reported from the 
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figure that, initially the edge type TDs increase rapidly and then begin to decrease with 

increasing film thickness. The initial increase is due to their lower initial values and their 

generation fi-om reaction of other types is higher. Fig. 4. 13(a) and (b) present the variation of 

mixed and screw type TD densities with specific number respectively as a function of film 

thickness for the step-graded structure. The mixed type TD decrease monotonically with 

increasing film thickness and these decreases are more quickly than any other type of TD. This 

is because though the screw dislocations are considered very low initial values they can be the 

product of other reaction and allowed to participate in reaction with other TDs. As a result. both 

the screw-mixed reaction producing vertical edge dislocation and the edge-mixed reaction 

producing vertical screw dislocations. Therefore the mixed TD density becomes so low as to 

prevent the further interaction among TDs, with the end result of saturation in TD density. The 

nature of screw type TDs are different from the others. Though the both TDs increase with 

thickness, the TDI9 has higher rate than Tl)20. The improvement in i'D density in the top 

surface of the epilayer has been understood from the comparison of Fig. 4.14 (a) and (b). These 

figures show the decrease of average edge, mixed and screw TD densities of the step-graded and 

without graded 11104Ga06N heteroepitaxy respectively. The total edge, screw and mixed type 

TDs densities for the step graded structures are found to be 8.68x 1010,  7.4x I 010  and I .32x lOb 
c1112  respectively at the lop surface of the epilayer. Whereas these values are 4.6x ION,  3.78x 1011 

and 7.52x 1010  cni 2  respectively for the without graded structure. Finally, the Fig. 4.15 shows the 
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variation total TD density of the step-graded structure. In the step-graded structure the total TD 

density decreases from 4.65x I012  to 8.27X10H cin 2. The TD density in the upper surface of step- 

graded structure is found to be extremely lower (less than one-filth) than that of the without 

graded structure. 
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- 

There are several reasons behind this improvement in epilayer quality of the step-grade 

structure. Since the dislocations from the substrate are extremely much lower than the 

dislocation generated from other sources, the MDs are considered as the main source of TDs. In 
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Figure 4.15: The variation of overall TD density with step-graded InGaN thickness 

case of without graded structure the most of the MDs are generated near the film-substrate 

interface due to large mismatch and lower critical thickness. Therefore the TDs that glided in the 

upper layers could not be blocked by the MDs. On the other hand, the MDs generations are 

spread out throughout the entire layer instead of concentrate in a single interface. As a result the, 

the TD glided out from the first interlayer could be blocked by MD generated in the second 

interlayer, TD from second layer may be blocked by MDs in upper layer and so on. Therefore 

the TD reduction in step-graded structure can be enhanced by the MD blocking. 

Beside this, as the strain inside the thin film drives threading dislocations to incline at each 

interface and react with each other, the introduction of an intentionally strained layer can be 

used to facilitate the TD reduction process. This is the basic TD reduction mechanism of step-

graded layer. Bending of dislocations in without graded structure only occurs very close to the 

InGa1N/GaN interlace, whereas dislocation bending can be noticed at each interface between 

InGaN interlayers of different composition in step-graded structure. Moreover, due to large 

misfit dislocation density a strong interaction force among them prohibit the glide motion of the 

dislocation and fluther relaxation. Therefore, it recluires further dislocation nucleation to relax 

the strain resulting higher TD densities in epilayer. On the other hand lower MD densities offers 

week interaction force with easy gliding of TDs. A well designed graded layer should relax the 

misfit strain mostly through the glide motion of existing threading dislocations instead of 

nucleation of new dislocation [8]. 
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Furthermore, the number of growing dislocations at a certain time is given by the sum of the 

number of preexisting dislocations in the substrate, the number of thermally activated 

dislocation sources, the number of dislocations generated by multiplication mechanisms, and the 

loss of dislocations due to interactions. Among them the last term plays a significant role. In 

order to obtain low dislocation density the most dangerous interaction that has to be avoided is 

the multiplication of dislocations. As observed in various experimental works the most 

nucleation sites for TDs are MDs which are extremely lower in step-graded structure than the 

without graded. 

4.5.2 TDs in Cubic InGaAs 

A similar methodology has been applied to develop the reaction model for the step-graded cubic 

lnGaAs/GaAs heteroepitaxy with some modifications where most of the mixed TDs are of 

mixed (60° type) type in 1/2<1 10>{ Ill 1  slip system with few edge type TDs. A total of 24 

similar equations formed according to all possible burger vectors have been solved using the 

Euler method. The simulation of the step-graded lnGaAs interlayer has been done for similar 

structure as InGaN heteroepitaxy. The burger vectors from 1 to 16 are of mixed type gliding 

along the inclined { II I } plane and 17 to 24 are of edge TDs with burger vector parallel to the 

(001) plane. The solution shows the diminishing densities of TD densities with increasing film 

thickness. The mixed TDs decrease monotonicall) with increasing film thickness at higher rate 
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Figure 4.16: The variation of average TD density in step-graded InGa1 As/GaAs system 
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than the edge TDs. The Fig. 4.16 shows the decrease of average mixed and edge type TD 

densities from 2.I2x1010  to 2.28x109  cn12  and 4.9x109  to 2.05x109  c111 2  respectively afler a 1.5 

rni step-graded lnGaAs heteroepitaxy. The higher rate of decreasing mixed type TDs is due to 

the more relative motion of these TDs even without any glide motion and higher initial densities. 

The coherent variation of TD density is due to the dealing of family I through 24 equivalently 

and geometrical symmetry of cubic lnGaAs. Furthermore, the blocking of TD due to interaction 
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with MD on its gliding plane is same for all lrnily of dislocation. However if the symmetry of 

initial condition is broken then there is a transition thickness necessary for all the families to 

converge to the same value for increasing Ii. The Fig. 4.17 (a) and (b) present total variation of 

different type of TD densities in the step-graded and without graded structure. The TD densities 

of both type have extremely lower values at the top of the epilayer in the step-graded structure 

than that of the without graded layer. The TD density of 3.65x 1010  and l.64x 1010  cm 2  for mixed 

and edge character respectively have been calculated in the top surface for step-graded 

Whereas these values are found to be 1.84x10" and 9.12x 1010  cm'2  respectively for without 

graded structure. The step inclination of TD at each interface promotes the reaction between 

them in case of step-graded layers. This decrease in TD in case ollnGaAs of more than that of 

InGaN because of more relative motion of TD in the absence of glide, more annihilation and 

fusion reaction. The behavior of overall TD density for the step-graded structure is presented in 

Fig. 4.18. A total TD density decreases from 3.76x10H  to 5.28x 1010 crn 2  after a 1.5 .tm step-

graded lnGa,As/GaAs heteroepitaxy using 3 intcrlayers. This improvement in epilayer quality 

is due to the step inclination of TDs, lower dislocation sources, easy gliding motion oiTDs and 

higher blocking by MDs have been discussed in the previous section. 
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4.6 Effect of Annihilation Radius 

In determination of TD density with increase of film thickness in step-graded InGaN and 

- InGaAs interlayers, the annihilation radius, rA is an effective rate constant. The total TD density 

variation is calculated for four different values of rA.  The total TD densities for annihilation 
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radius of 1000, 500, 200 and bOA are shown in Fig. 4.19 and 4.20 for step-graded InGaN and 

InGaAs heteroepitaxy respectively. The results indicate that the initial rate of ID reduction is 

faster for higher annihilation radii and becomes saturates early. On the other hand, in case of 

lower annihilation radius, saturation happens at higher thickness due to slower reaction between 

TDs. The dislocation density at annihilation radii soOA has good agreement with the values 

found experimentally in literature. Therefore, these values have been considered for all 

calculations in the reaction model. It can be found from the comparison of the figures that the 

TDs in InGaN are relatively less reactive than in 1nGaAs with same reaction radius. Lower 

reactivity means that a higher applied force is rcqured to move TDs in InGaN. 
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Chapter VII 

Conclusions and Future Work 

7.1 Conclusions 

The fundamental challenge involved in InGaN and lnGaAs heteroepitaxy is maintaining 

material crystalline quality at higher In composition; it is imperative to incorporate indium in the 

alloys to sufficiently lower its band gap for PV applications. A proper management of 

magnitude and rate of misfit strain is the key requirement to control the misfit and threading 

dislocation during these heteroepitaxial growths. The gradual decrease of in plane strain, use of 

residual strain, step inclination of TDs and TDs blocking by MDs makes the step-graded 

interlayer technique very promising and superior for high performance electronic and 

optoelectronic devices employing InGaN and lnGaAs alloys. In this dissertation, the step-graded 

interlayer technique for vuzrite as well as cubic heteroepitaxy has been investigated through 

theoretical studies, mathematical modeling and numerical simulations. An energy balance model 

based on elastic energy calculation of dislocation and misfit strain in each interlayer has been 

utilized to find the MD generation in the step-graded structure. The residual strain from the 

previous layer has been taken into account to consider the exact values of misfit strain. Beside 

these, reaction models have been developed according to their crystal geometry and all possible 

burger vectors to observe the nature of TDs in the step-graded structures. The model holds a 

couple of ordinary differential equations considering the possible annihilation and fusion 

reaction between TDs as well as blocking by MDs on its gliding path for the heteroepitaxy. 

The multilayer cpitaxial structures with 40% In compositions for ln.GaN and lnGaAs have 

been considered using step-graded structures. Different types of MDs have been calculated in all 

possible slip systems for these heteroepitaxy. It has been demonstrated that the insertion of step-

graded interlayers significantly reduces the MDs for InGaN as well as InGaAs heteroepitaxy. 

The total edge type MDs from all planes has been decreased from 1.72x I012  to 7.3x10  cm 2  for 

a 1.5 prn step-graded 11104Ga06N due to use of 3 interlayers with 10% In composition difference. 

In case of step-graded 11104Ga06As heteroepitaxy with similar structure, this density decreased 

from 1. 1 x 1011  to 8.8x 108  cn12. On the other hand the total mixed type MDs has found to been 

reduced from 2.3x1013  to 7.8x1012  cm 2  and 9.2x101 ' to 7.6x109  cn12  by using 3 InGaN and 

lnGaAs interlayers respectively. These reduced densities of dislocation in the upper layers are 

consistent with the experimentally observed results. 
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In addition, the solutions TDs reaction models using the Euler method have been confirmed their 

diminishing densities with increasing thickness. The most nucleation sites for TDs are misfit 

dislocations which are extremely lower in step-graded structure results significant improvement 

in the epilayer quality. Since the mixed type TDs have higher initial densities and relative 

motion to each other even in the absence of glide they have higher rate of reduction than others 

for both heteroepitaxy. Though the edge and screw type TDs increase initially for lower 

densities start to decrease with a slower rate after some thickness. The density of mixed type 

TDs decreases rapidly with average value from 3•43x10  to 1.32x 1010  c1112  for 1.5 jim step-

graded In04Ga06N using 3 interlayers. As a result, the overall TD density decreases 

monotonicaily from 4.65x10'2  to 8.27<lO  cn12  for the step-graded structure. On the other 

hand, the TDs in cubic lnGaAs heteroepitaxy are found to be higher reactive than the wuzrite 

InGaN. The average edge and mixed type TDs decrease from 4.9x109  to 2.05x109  cm 2  and 

2.1 xl0'°  to 2.28x 109  crn 2  after a 1.5 jim step-graded 1n04Ga06As using 3 interlayers. Therefore, 

the overall TD density has been found to be decreased from 3.76x10  to 5.28x101°  cm 2. The 

effect of annihilation radius on the diminishing densities of TDs have been demonstrated the 

more reduction nature with higher annihilation radius. These results again confirmed the more 

reactive nature of TDs in cubic heteroepitaxy. 

The above realizations indicate the potentiality of step-graded interlayer technique for InGaN 

and lnGaAs heteroepitaxy. This simulation methodology can be used for other wuzrite as well as 

cubic material step-graded interlayer heteroepitaxy for Future generation high performance 

electronic and optoelectronic devices. 

7.2 Future Work 

This dissertation presented a theoretical analysis of dislocation behavior and numerical 

simulations for step-graded wuzrite InGaN and cubic lnGaAs heteroepitaxy. This work covers a 

wide range of problems. There are many areas where future works can be clone. The works for 

future study are discussed as follows. 

The critical thickness calculations are ofa great interest for experimentalists. In order to improve 

the current models, it would be interesting to account for the dislocation generation mechanism 

in the multiple quantum wells and thus to provide a theory critical thickness. Another possible 

direction would be to try to incorporate into the model other possible strain-relieving 

mechanisms such as the V-pits. The modeling of threading dislocation density reduction as 

described here was only a small step towards a model capable of quantitative predictions. Future 

work may include further studies on the effects of different parameters of the model as well as 
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new geometries (including different facets, different growth rates of the facets). In addition, 

using the knowledge gained with the 2D model, an importance advance can be achieved by 

extending this model to 3D. Another significant improvement toward realism would be to 

consider significant optimization of the code used for simulations of the reaction models. the 

actual dislocation—dislocation interactions. This would involve the implementation of other 

numerical methods with higher accuracy such as Runge-Kutta. However, a model capable of 

quantitative predictions is expected as an outcome. 
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Appendix A 

Values of Different Parameters of InGaN and InCaAs lieteroepitaxy 

InGaN InGaAs 

aGaN 
3.1893A aGaAs 5.6534A 

3.538A 
aITlAS 6.0584A 

CQN 
5.1851A VGaAs 0.31 

C1nN 
5.702A V1AS 0.35 

V1nN 0.42 alnoaAs x*aInAs+(lx)*aGaAs 

VGaN 0.35 VI,GaAS X'<  VIflAS+( I X)" VGaAs 

altioaN x aIt1N+( 1 _x)* aGaN b ha InGaAs 

CjiiGaN X*CIflN+(IX)*CGaN (9edgc  900  

VIiiGaN X VI jiN+( 1 _x)* VGaN °screw 0 

b(l 1-22) Omixcd 600  

b(jiol) JaG,N+cInGaN (Itl) 600  

b(000l)  JaIlGN ro b 

Ocdgc 900  V 0.3 

Oscrew 00 rA 500A 

Omixed 600  rF sooA 

(I -22) arctan a,GaN 
C InCN 

arctan h1G 
 aN 

2c flG3N 

(P(000l) 900  

ro b12 

rA 500A 

rF sooA 
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